
Sixth works of Brett Nortje [15th November 2012 – 8th June 2013] 
 

Buying up debt to abolish it. 
 
If they buy up debt, then cancel it, then there will, as long as the movement keeps going, be debt free eventually. the trick is to get those 
owing the money also to try to buy up some debt, especially their own! 
 

Isreal’s war of propaganda. 
 
So, it should be a war of propaganda? If isreal was to litter gaza and palestine with this propoganda, they should do so over the internet. 
 
Finding dissenters will not be hard, there are plenty of vegan types to appeal to to broadcast your message! They might just get inside the 
heads of the countries people and then start this backlash of support, but, 
 
We need to ask ourselves, how does hamas recruit? If they recruit through popular media, that can be done away with or face sanctions, or, do 
they recruit through underground rebelious sources? 
 

Magic explained. 
 
I have been reading about chinese and japanese mythology, and find that dragons are a combination of bat, snake and crocodile, and were 
demon women that arose to appease the gods sexuality. Then they were made masculine, so, to make a dragon, we need female crocodiles, 
snakes and bats, and they must be like prostitutes. Then we should observe what a demon is supposed to be? Aren't demons supposed to be 
damned red angels? I remember that only drinking from the waters of most high in egypt will turn you into an angel, and, there they have 
snakes, bats and crocodiles! So, maybe they were derived from there? 
 
If one was to want to become a dragon, maybe they should eat the eggs of all those things? Leaving the wings out, you will be left with eggs 
all around - i cannot see anyone eating or anything a baby bat! Maybe blending the eggs and making a circle around the person, then having 
them drink water from the nile, or, very close to the pyramids would do the trick? If we were to observe the part about a woman becoming a 
man, or more male, then we would need a woman that is either a hamaphrodite, or a woman that is lesbian? 
 
If we were to observe other things about dragons, then we would also notice that they are associated with water and pearls. Then there is also 
the ability to fly, which may or may not be true, but i suspect it is actually from an eagle, which lays eggs too. Into the blender you go! I doubt 
it has anything to do with living crocodiles, as, that would be dangerous. 
 
What do you guys think? Should the circle be laid out with dmt aswell? Should the person do this at night? Should the person drink and bathe in 
water? 
 

1. I have been reading books and watching movies, as they are all based on something. the thing these are based on are the 
supernatural. I believe, seeing as how watching rosemaries baby they had a devils pepper - which smells - and in chinese folklore they use 
peaches to ward spirits away from their children, that smells have a big part to play in the spirit world. So, if warding off spirits and attracting 
other spirits is done some how some way through smells, then there must be a way to tune it so that it can attract luck or favourable outcomes 
for the person. People often say they can feel ghosts around them, as they say that the hair on the back of their necks raises or something, so 
maybe there is a way to induce calmness and ecstacy by attracting good spirits? Would be a cheap high, why not investigate? 
 
So, if my ideas are correct, we can attract luck and good fortune and health by surrounding ourselves with favourable odours. This can be done 
with natural things, or even deodorant. So, as chinese folk lore is concerned, smelling like a peach would ward off evil spirits, and according to 
rosemaries baby, the devil's pepper attracts fortune from the evil spirits. No need to worry about evil spirits - we still have our wits about us! 
So, let's investigate what a peach has inside it that makes it smell like it does? Maybe we could identify a deodorant that has the same 
chemicals inside of it? That would be great... 

Quote by: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peach  

Although its botanical name Prunus persica refers to Persia (present Iran) from where it came to Europe, genetic studies suggest peaches 
originated in China,[4] where they have been cultivated since the early days of Chinese culture, circa 2000 BC.[ 

So, as we can see, the peach is from china. That must be why it is so prized there. They also say that you need it to be grown in warm areas, 
but i am not sure how this affects the peach itself or the 'user.' 

Quote by: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aroma_compound  

An aroma compound, also known as odorant, aroma, fragrance or flavor, is a chemical compound that has a smell or odor. A chemical 
compound has a smell or odor when it is sufficiently volatile to be transported to the olfactory system in the upper part of the nose. 
 
Generally molecules meeting this specification have molecular weights of <300. Flavors affect both the sense of taste and smell whereas 
fragrances affect only smell. Flavors tend to be naturally occurring, and fragrances tend to be synthetic.[1] 
 
Aroma compounds can be found in food, wine, spices, perfumes, fragrance oils, and essential oils. For example, many form biochemically during 
ripening of fruits and other crops. In wines, most form as byproducts of fermentation. Odorants can also be added to a dangerous odorless 
substance, like propane, natural gas, or hydrogen, as a warning. Also, many of the aroma compounds play a significant role in the production of 
flavorants, which are used in the food service industry to flavor, improve, and generally increase the appeal of their products. 

I have found pears and apricots have nearly the same structure as peaches, or i suppose they would, and those are esters called Pentyl 
butanoate. So, i suppose our deodorant will need a lot of that? Or be made out of only that? I also suppose if we were to walk through a grave 
yard, the weeds we find there would put us at ease also, as long as they are all the same the world over, but if not, nevermind. 
 
Or, of course, we could emit the peach or similar smells inside your home. This will be a great way to relax, as it drives, according to chinese 
mythology, the spirit dogs away, which will affect you badly in some way, or, more specifically, will upset your newborns. 



 
A spell i made up myself, well a ritual, for house cleaning, was to fry a lot of herbs in oil. This will release the cleansing attributes and smells of 
the herbs to clean your house of stress and such. If you were to take some herbs and eat them, it would go slower, and you might get full. It is 
not very nice to eat herbs by themselves, so they usally go on food. But if you fry them in the kitchen, I know of 'tension you could cut with a 
knife' - it relieves you of that completely. 
 
But, as some of you might ask, why does it do that? Herbs are a shock to the senses, so, they re awaken you to the world. They clean things 
out, so your nose and mouth will breathe correctly again. That is the best way i can explain it. 
 

1. Quote by: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareidolia  

Pareidolia ( /pærɨˈdoʊliə/ parr-i-DOH-lee-ə) is a psychological phenomenon involving a vague and random stimulus (often an image or sound) 
being perceived as significant. Common examples include seeing images of animals or faces in clouds, the man in the moon or the Moon rabbit, 
and hearing hidden messages on records when played in reverse. 
 
The word comes from the Greek words para (παρά, "beside, alongside, instead") in this context meaning something faulty, wrong, instead of; 
and the noun eidōlon (εἴδωλον "image, form, shape") the diminutive of eidos. Pareidolia is a type of apophenia, seeing patterns in random data. 

As you can see, there are patterns in the world around us. They might be with a flock of birds flying, or the patterns on a page - they are all 
information. This leads me to some rather weird postulations, but, if you were to acknowledge that there are these messages out there, maybe 
they are no for humans? The light drizzel that precedes the rain - the changing of water in the vapour around us, alerts spiders that the rain is 
coming. Then there is the changing of seasons and ants. All that 'food' carries a message that it is food, so there are messages in the world 
around us! 
 
If there are messages, then even a scare crow looks like a human being. it is not limited to humans, but to animals aswell. If you think about it, 
our world is a living breathing thing. 
 

1. Quote by: Auckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft page 122  

Tea-leaf reading, or Tasseography, is a perennial favorite of the divinatory arts. It can be fairly easily learned. For best results use China tea, 
brewed in a pot without a strainer, of course. The tea is poured into a cup which should have a wide top and small base. Do not use a cup with 
any form of pattern on the inside— it could be very confusing!  
 
The subject should drink the tea but leave sufficient in the bottom of the cup to distribute the leaves around the sides when turned. Ask her to 
take hold of the handle and rotate the cup slowly, three times clockwise, allowing the remains of the tea to come up to the rim of the cup and 
so to be distributed. Then she is to invert the cup completely on its saucer.  
 
Taking up the cup from there, you can begin your divination. You are going to interpret the various shapes and forms made by the tea-leaves 
on the sides and bottom of the cup. To do this, with some sort of accuracy, there is a time scale you must remember. The rim of the cup, and 
close to the rim, represents the present and the coming two or three weeks. As you move down the sides, so you go further into the future. 
The very bottom of the cup is the very far distant future. Your starting point is the handle of the cup. This represents the subject, so that 
symbols close to the handle affect her directly, while symbols on the opposite side of the cup may only have a passing effect.  
 
If the symbols you see are particularly well defined, then she is very lucky. The less well defined, the less decisive and more prone to hindrance. 
Stars denote success; triangles fortune; squares mean protection; circles mean frustration. Straight lines indicate definite plans; wavy lines 
uncertainty; dotted lines mean a journey. Any numbers you see could be indicators of years, months, weeks, days or hours. Usually if you see 
them in the upper half of the cup you can think in terms of hours or days; in the lower half, weeks, months or years. Letters are the initials of 
people of importance to the subject, be they friends, relatives or business associates. 

As you can see from this spell, it is very simple to do. So, how does it work? If we were to use this method, it would be like dancing in the wind 
and making patterns for everyone to see, and see how you feel. That would make sense, except you are making patterns with your tea and 
seeing how your future fares... 
 
So, how does drinking some tea, leaving the leaves, rotating the cup three times clockwise and then laying it down on it's side tell you all this? 
Well, if you were to do this with a soda, would it work too? How about a beer? I guess it has to be something natural? How about cereal? we 
always see things in our cereal... Maybe eating that and rotating it and holding it at an angle would do it? 
 
If you think about it, it is something going into you, that you have eaten - taken into your 'temple' - and then seeing what your actions of 
'taking from the world' have to do with your future. if you were to see patterns you can identify in them, anything actually, remember to wait a 
few minutes for them to settle, thereby adding the randomness of the world, or, fate, into it. This turing three times will resemble one and a 
half days on a clock, or, if you believe in astrology, three days into your future, three being a magical number i am sure you will all agree. Why, 
it is a custom in the catholic church to throw three cents into a water fountain in front of the church - obvioulsy some roman influence over the 
church! 
 
So, you eat something, turn it round completely three times, then turn it at some angle until you see something. the things you are looking for 
are as follows: 

Quote by: same page  

ANCHOR: End of a journey. Safe landing. Successful end to a business or personal affair. Problem unexpectedly solved. ARROW: Disagreement. 
Antagonism. Instructions for a journey. A letter. BELL: Good news. A wedding. BIRD: News, which could be good or bad. Possible journey. 
Companionship. BOAT: Travel. End of a friendship. BOTTLE: Celebration. Success. BRIDGE: Travel abroad. Partnership. Introduction to new 
friends or business. BROOM: End of a problem. Change of jobs. Domesticity. BUTTERFLY: Insincerity. CAMEL: Long journey. Temporary 
relocation. CAR: Local travel. Introduction to new business associates. CANDLE: Innovation. Sudden new idea. CASTLE: Legacy. Unexpected 
financial luck. Good living. CAT: Female friend. Domestic problems. CHAIR: Entertainment. Relaxation. CHURCH: Marriage. Serious illness (not 
death). CLOVER: Good fortune. Unexpected success. CROSS: Hardship. Discomfort Misfortune. CROWN: Honors. Credit. Promotion. CUP: Love. 
Close friendship. Harmony. DAGGER: Danger. Tragedy. Business complications. DOG: Friendship. Companionship. ELEPHANT: Advice needed, 
preferably from an old friend. FAN: Indiscretion. Disloyalty. Infidelity. FLAG: Defense necessary. Warning. FLOWER: Unhappy love affair. GATE: 
Opportunity. Possibility of advancement. GUN: Trouble. Argument. Adultery. HAMMER: Hard work, which will be rewarded. HAND: Friendship. 
Help when needed. Advice. HARP: Contentment. Ease. HEART: Love or lover. Confidant. HORSE: Work HORSESHOES: Good luck. Start of a 



new, successful enterprise. HOUSE: Security. Authority. KEY: Opportunity. KITE: Exercise caution. Think before acting. KNIFE: Treachery. 
Duplicity. Misunderstanding. LADDER: Advancement. Opportunities taken. MAN: Stranger. Visitor. Help from unexpected source. MUSHROOM: 
Disturbance. Complications in business. PALM TREE: A breathing-space. A rest period. Temporary relief. PIPE (Smoker's): Thought and 
concentration ahead. Investigate all possibilities. SCISSORS: Quarrels, usually domestic. Double-dealing. SNAKE: An enemy. A personal hurt, or 
an affaire de coeur (love affair). TREE: Goal achieved. Comfort. Rest. UMBRELLA: Temporary shelter. WHEEL: Advancement through effort. 
Money. WINDMILL: Big business dealings. 

As you can see, you could be eating a roll, then leave some, turn it round three times to symbolize the passing of time, then lean it flat so it 
horizontal, then hold it up to your eyes, and look for 'patterns.' 
 
Ok, how do we do this with a computer, for instance? Well, we would input out name into it, then randomise it somehow for three seconds, like 
a lottery wheel, then get all the 'kernels' to lie sideways at us, then look for symbols in the data. This could be computerized! 
 

1. Why do we pray? we pray for the gods to answer our calls for better lives. if we ask ourselves what is so special about a god as to 
do these things, well, what is the difference between them and us? i know for a fact that praying to the devil or venus can make a knife 'fly', as 
it has been researched thoroughly by people trying to break up covens, and know for a fact, unto myself, that praying can be tuned to the 
universe, as i consort with spirits that verify this, but there is no way i can prove it. So, if the gods allow your prayers to 'channel to the 
universe', what does that actually mean? 
 
If they can do it, so can we! now all we have to do is figure out what they do, and try to make it 'science like.' If the universe is responsible for 
all magic, and studying the reactions of the universe is what physicists do, then physisicts are magical! So, i am on my way to studying physics, 
and will try to unravel these secrets with internet 'reference library...' 
 
Now, the universe reacts to thoughts. thoughts cause reactions, even if they are figments, and those figments remain in the mix after they are 
gone, so do still exist. Is it vocal? is it entirely thought based? well, the prayers come from us and go up to the gods who channel the prayers 
upwards. this is how they tell the future too, i am told. so, how do we channle the universe? 
 
if the universe can enact such magical things as flying knives, then i guess we start with that. if the knife is flying, it is magnetism. this means 
that somewhere in the area there is some sort of magnetic abnormality that has been developing all the while. i saw this myself with my knife 
and fork on the cutlery rack - the knife was magnetised slightly to the fork. not full on, but enough to bring them to touch constantly when 
hanging there lossely. 
 
Now, the effect we are trying to enact can be helped by aiding these forces that abound to please us. Praying to the universe won't work, we 
need to pray to gods, so, why not enact it ourselves? If we were to want to have esp, we would need to vocalise our thoughts. this means that 
we send out 'voices' that realise their potential energy inside the person's mind. this would be like a funnel, a funnel starting in your voice box 
and being very thin, then exploding inside the person's mind you wish to contact. Let's now look into a study 'proving' esp? 

Quote by: http://dbem.ws/FeelingFuture.pdf  

This article reports 9 experiments, 
involving more than 1,000 participants, that test for retroactive influence by “timereversing” 
well-established psychological effects so that the individual’s responses are 
obtained before the putatively causal stimulus events occur. 

So, it is possible to feel the future. people consult bones and tarrot to get the feel of the future too! Maybe they are channeling the universe 
and not going through a 'medium?' For more on esp... 

Quote by: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extrasensory_perception  

In the 1960s, in line with the development of cognitive psychology and humanistic psychology, parapsychologists became increasingly 
interested in the cognitive components of ESP, the subjective experience involved in making ESP responses, and the role of ESP in psychological 
life. Memory, for instance, was offered as a better model of psi than perception. This called for experimental procedures that were not limited to 
Rhine's favoured forced-choice methodology. Free-response measures, such as used by Carington in the 1930s, were developed with attempts 
to raise the sensitivity of participants to their cognitions. These procedures included relaxation, meditation, REM-sleep, and the Ganzfeld (a mild 
sensory deprivation procedure). These studies have proved to be even more successful than Rhine's forced-choice paradigm, with meta-
analyses evidencing reliable effects, and many confirmatory replication studies.[19][20] 

So, without aids or mediums we can control various things in the 'universe?' What else can we do? Could we prove that we can communicate 
using only our minds and soft impressions on our vocal chords? 

Quote by: 
http://siivola.org/monte/papers_grouped/copyrighted/Parapsychology_&_Psi/Extrasensory_Communication_and_Dreams.htm  

In the second format, the same subject was used on repeated nights. The highest scoring subject in the preceding screening study, Dr. William 
Erwin, was paired with the male agent from that study in a seven-night series, using the same basic experimental design and evaluation 
procedure (Ullman et al., 1966). 
 
The rankings of the judges of the dreams alone and in combination with the associative material were significant (F = 8.30, p < 0.01; F = 
18.14, p < 0.001, respectively; 1 and 35 degrees of freedom). Significant results were also obtained from the judges' ratings as well as from the 
subject's rankings and confidence ratings. 

So, it has been very much studied. 
 
Now, i suggest that this mechanism is formed of energy that is potential and sent out, then realises itself in the other person's mind. Telepathy 
is like that anyways. just how does someone talk to themselves anyways? if you were to imagine yourself talking to yourself, or in fact do it a 
lot like i do, then you will notice you cannot shout but can whisper. when you do this you will also notice your tongue flicking around in your 
mouth very subtly, or, even more subtely. That is where the noise comes from, i reckon. Then, how do we hear someone from far off? surely 
this is quite complicated! 



 
If you were to observe a dog, it cannot hear things we hear sometimes. does that mean that we transmit on a frequency that is filtered out of 
all the noise of the universe? would it be possible for anyone to hear? 
 

1. The universe working around you is easy to read. simply think of the thing you want to know more about, and then look around 
yourself for stimulus that helps you 'feel' them, or talk to yourself about them or yourself until you are wondering what you are talking about - 
that is the reaction to that thing working on you. 
 
If the world were to work on 'feelings', or the universe as it were, then how do you make the universe feel something, and, hopefully, react? 
The universe channels things to you, so how do you channel things out to the universe for 'help?' 
 
Say you need money... how do you get it? obviously, we cannot all have money, as there is a limited amount, but love? i am sure that 
everybody can fall in love? so, how do you ask for love from the universe? if you were to think of love, loving someone, like a dreamer, maybe if 
you look around the universe will communicate with you and tell you where to find love? seemed to work so far! 
 
Okay, so you sit around dreaming about the world and nothing happens. this happens a lot. but people are not looking for signs like they should 
be. do not dismiss anything as nonsense, rather look deeper. if your mom walks in with a pocket of potatoes, then there are many questions 
you could ask. if you look into the pocket and see a lot of potatoes that makes you feel like going to look for love at the gym, then that is what 
you wanted to do all along, or, were afraid to admit to yourself. it is like backing up a foregone conclusion and then justifying it with other 
nonsense! but, it works. 
 
So, you go to the gym. as you enter you see all the people you want to be with, and a few you would rather not be with. let's say some of them 
like you, how do you know which one? well, if they have the time, they will let you know. all you got to do then is capitalise on the invitations 
you recieve. who would have thought that you could find love so quickly? all that day dreaming and it got you nowhere! 
 
So, how do we find money? if you were to lie around dreaming of it all day, that is no good. if you want to make money, you need to do 
something. if you think about making money, and you look out your window to the clouds for signs, then you will face up to the thoughts that 
you know are true, and you might feel good. you might decide that you actually don't need money and go to the gym, you might decide to mow 
the lawn, or you might go out to buy a lottery ticket, and while out on this endeavour meet someone that you hold a door open for that might 
say hello to you and thanks, and then feel all great inside? The best the universe could do in the latter case was to make you feel better. but, 
money might be coming. 
 
Now, how do we make sure the universe understands our wishes? if we were to look around, and feel spooked, the universe understands all 
your desires. when you are dying of a broken heart, then you need to observe around you, think to yourself, or get your thoughts onto 
something else. 
 
so, what is you are a farmer that needs rain? you might curse all day long, wishing that rain would come, and none comes. if the rain was to 
elude you, you would starve to death. logically, the farmer thinks to themselves that moving would be good, but remains there on the farm, 
pretending not to see. if you cannot feel the vibe, then you really are blind. can you predict if it will rain or not? no, but, you could make it rain 
by bending the rules of the universe to your will. how do we do that? 
 
If the universe will not react to make it rain, then you need to observe what it says in the bible. the bible cites faith as a component for moving 
mountains into oceans with your faith, so, maybe it is like willpower? if it were faith, then there would be less problems, as an infant has faith in 
their parents, and sometimes gets sold into slavery or something. Imagine a child that has never bumped their head believing that they can do 
as their parents do? there would be some reults. So, after consulting the hebrew english conversions, i am lead to believe that it means 
something else! 
 
it seems the hebrew word aman, close to amen, comes to the fore. this word is used to seal prayers, so, it most probably means to take the 
person into the house of the lord and his heart. i am looking for more of a not really 'please', but command word! 

Quote by: http://internetbiblecollege.net/Lessons/Hebrew%20Words%20For%20Faith.htm  

The Hebrew word “galal” means “commit…trust…roll”. [14] “Galal” is used for rolling oneself on the Lord and so to trust the Lord (Psalm 22:8) 
or to commit one’s behaviour or life to the Lord (Psalm 37:5 and Proverbs 16:3). “Galal” is used in Psalm 22:8 as a prophecy of how the 
Messiah would totally trust in and commit Himself to God: “He trusted in the Lord, let Him rescue Him; let Him deliver Him, since He delights in 
Him!” 

This seems to be the 'faith' we are looking for. To "confidence" and "commit" and "roll," will surely be the attitude to take when trying to things 
of greatness like making it rain. If a person were to have confidence, or commit to it raining, then surely this is the way? If the person were to 
commit to the act, like getting angry about it, or even obsessing about it, focusing their energy to the thought or thing they want to 'commit' to 
the world, or, enough people do it, like a rain dance, but focusing more, then i am sure that the energy would see itself through. this would be 
like extracting rain from the univers, if it works. i also believe it does work independantly of a medium, as i believe in rain dances, but those are 
channeled through a spirit. So, how do we get it without the spirit? how do we make a flame for a fire or barbecue? 
 
Well, i guess that the focus could do it, but it would help if you were confident about it, having said faith in yourself. i know haluucigenic drugs 
will do wonderful things for you that you will notice, but, what can we do without them? I postulate that it is 'being out of reality that affects 
reality,' as this will be like altering your own energies. So, we need to alter our energies, i am sure! 
 
This leads back to previous mentions of chakras. i am sure that stimulating the blood flow in these areas - the oxygen in the blood or something 
like that - will result in being able to, somehow, make it rain. 
 
I have been reading how to open and connect your chakras, and find some somatic components to spells there in. these are the beginning of 
spells! I also know that once, long ago, people could make real magic i am talking about, so, will try to replicate this for today, as we are nearly 
the same, yet exercise less, as back in those days we seemed to do more for ourselves in the ways of physical work, and, unless you follow a 
fitness regime, will not 'work' as much. 
 
I find the somatic components for opening your third eye chakra looks a lot like the combination for throwing a fireball, except that the fingers 
need to come away where your eyes need to look through. so, to throw a fireball, i have been told, you need to make a open prism with your 
two hands in front of you, with your palms facing away from you, and using your thumb to make the prism. if the prism is there to channell out 
energy from your own self, then it must come from the third eye chakra. if you were to boost the energy coming into or going out of your 
chakra, then you might be able to throw a fireball! yes, great success! 
 
Now, the chakras are biologically a part of you, so, to boost parts of you to work better, you need to supply them with blood that carries all the 
things they need. if you were to electrically charge them, you could use that energy. of course, this would require electricity and might 



electrocute you! now, to do this safely, you need to be fat. when you are fat the body stores stuff to use for your body to function when in 
need. this means you need to eat a lot to be able to do this from the start, or, be a rather fat person, or have typical fat on you. this could also 
make you thinner! 
 
So, how do we channel fat right into energy? heat is the answer. if you were to channel heat right through your third eye and into your fat cells, 
then there might be some progress. but, if spirits can cast spells, and they do not have fat, then that is forlorn. 
 
So, if the hands are right, what is the difference between you casting a fireball and someone else without their 'prism hands' casting a fireball? 
Maybe the chakra is assosiated with heat so as to absord heat? maybe it is getting rid of heat in the form of stress? 
 
Now, if you want to boost your energy levels, you need access to sugar. this will always be stored energy. so, try to hold some sugar in your 
hands or on your person while casting spells, and, exercising your chakras. the next thing i want to talk about is bone marrow, as this is 
intertwined with your chakras. basically, when witch doctors throw bones, i believe it is the marrow in the bones that releases the alien energy 
for the readings, so, seeing as how bone marrow also contains dmt, then i would say, grab some fresh meat and get casting! 
 
don't you think we should try to capture a fairy inside a device before we understand what makes them tick? if we were to grab a ghost and 
experiment on it, it might make it angry though, so, maybe we need to find the middle ground here, between magical things, and keeping them 
happy, and finding new ways to make a 'pokemon on cell?' that is my real goal, to have playful pokemons on cell phones... 
 
Are any of you famialir with faeries? well, it has long been the understanding of the mine that faeries reside in everything we do. if you were to 
place your shirt ontop of your couch, you could look at your shirt from any angle and make a face out of the creases. this will need a smile or 
mouth and two eyes, but sometimes you also get a little bit of noses and other facial arrangements. don't believe me? 
 
why don't you take a flint lighter and look at where the flame comes out. that is the eye. this should go at the top of the image you are 
presenting yourself. now the two metal out layers represent fangs, and the 'button' that you press represents the tongue. do you see it? you 
might get a fright the first time you see it, but there is a faerie! 
 
if that is not enough for you, go outside to where you can see the shadows of trees. this may or may not work though, but look into the shadow 
of the tree where the light shines through. you will see lots of light patches, and you may be able to piece together a face here too. this is a 
stronger faerie, as it moves and talks to you. basically you need to think about what the faerie is saying, and you will get thoughts that clutter 
your train of thought - this is the input from the tree faerie. 
 
Now that we have established that faeries exist, well i believe they do, how do we capture one? it is also a concern of mine that they might hurt 
people trying to capture them, but i have no idea how... 
 
so, we want a fae to enter our cellphone to randomise things for us, just for kicks. this could be done by observing that your cell phone is 
already a faerie! yes it is! if you were to look into the display panel, or any other way, in one of the ways you should be able to make out a 
face, somewhere, somehow. this ignites the Pareidolia debate, where we can see things that appear life like in 'dead' objects. this makes me 
believe that faeries already have their own science - pareidolia. by studying this, we could maybe harness the full potential of our cellular link to 
faeries, yes? 
 
If we were to open a sms text page, and key in the numeric letters code, we could contact a faerie and make it rain, if we knew how. this is an 
estimated guess of mine, and you can see how it might be useful. 
 
well, if you were to take a jar, and place anything inside of it, that would be a fairy. now you have the electricity that powers the fae inside the 
jar, but how do you do things with the fairy? how would you speak to it? reading tarrot cards are a way of communing with the faerie, as, each 
card is a fairy, and they will guide you to the thing you seek, if interpreted correctly. 
 
So, let's cut to the chase and get these things on our phone working! If we were to communicate with the faerie, we need a signal. this will 
intercept things for our discussion, i believe at least. this information comes from a random generator, and the faeries will translate it into 
something you can understand, hopefully. I had a game i used to play with the cell phone of mine - the signal would get stronger the more 
pleasant thoughts i was thinking, but when i felt more negative, the signal bars went down. well, it also made me feel good and bad. is there 
any credibility in this? well, if it seems to be a message, and, it makes you feel things, more than an ordinary conversation it seems, then there 
might be something there, yes? 
 
if you are familiar with pareidolia, then you will agree there is something resembling life in lots of dead things, but, this is called 'digital 
witchcraft,' i think. now, we need to find a link, or give up! 
 
If we were to observe that the power in the phone lets the phone speak, well, let's take a natural example, let's say we are breaking up with 
someone? this must mean that either of the phones is in a disagreement with the conversation, yes? if that were true, we would hope the 
phone has our best interest in mind. either that, or, it wants to harm us! well, how do we find out? with the signal! the signal makes us feel 
good when it goes up, so when we are breaking up, it seems that 'the powers that be' are against the conversation, or, if you believe in karma, 
that we have done something wrong. 
 
now, if we were to look for a date, a random date, we could pin in our name and then what we are looking for into the phone number to 
transmit to. this will usually be the same number, so, some people may become very dissatisfied by this, or, it may not work at all. if we are 
looking for a friend, say we are bored or something, typing a messgae to the 'signal,' will result in someone falling into our life. hopefully that 
will work? 
 
so, we could maybe make it rain with this approach. if enough people put into the phone that it must rain, same message, and send it out to 
the 'signal', it might rain, or it might not. trying this in a drought stricken place on earth could result in good things, or it might not take away 
from anything at all. 
 
what i am saying is everything that seems to have a intricate life like message is a fairy, except the living, i think... 
 
but, what i really want to do is unlock the power i conceived of inside the cellular phones. i am sure they are 'magical,' so i am out to prove that 
we can use fairies with our cell phones. the problem is, most people would use them to burn people they don't like, but, if you counter that with 
the possibility of making it rain, or healing people, then it is worth it. 
 
so, i guess that we could all type in the same message to have healed hugo chavez, or making it rain, for example. i have heard that english is 
the language used by the fae, as most of them come from europe where it is cooler, for some reason. now what i want to do is make a bunch 
of clouds become a cloud burst! 
 
alternatively, we could build towers over mountainous regions and make it heat the air, then it will rain as the clouds come over. 
 
maybe we could lure faeries into our world by using my fourth dimensional generator? we could go into the fourth dimension with our cell 
phones, then send out messages. the problem is, that, most messages need to have an end point to be messages, so, sending smses to a 
provider of services, like a radio station or something - maybe even a meterologist sms reciever near a sattelite dish - maybe that would do the 



trick? 
 
and no i am not saying that every fairy tale came from an electric jar, i am just trying to figure out how to 'use' them to help us, or invoke them 
to help us. i am well aware that prayer to the devil will bring many things about, but, there must be another way. what is the devil doing with 
the prayers? he is channeling them somewhere, yes? this means that we can send our smses or prayers to a service somewhere and then make 
it rain, or negate aids or something like that, if only we know where to send it, and, what number it is. 
 

1. Quote by: http://www.netplaces.com/wicca-witchcraft/the-divine-realm/other-spiritual-entities.htm  

Faeries 
 
Most people think of faeries as tiny Tinkerbell-like creatures, but that's not an accurate perception — those delicate, winged beings are probably 
sylphs. Opinions vary regarding the true nature of faeries. By some accounts, faeries evolved from the Picts, the indigenous people who lived in 
Ireland and parts of Britain before the Saxons invaded the Isles. Morgan Le Fay, King Arthur's sister, may have been a bean-sidhe or faery 
woman. 
 
Another theory suggests that faeries are the energetic prototypes from which humans developed. These beings look like beautiful people whose 
forms are virtually perfect. Faeries are said to live almost forever — in the faery world time as you know it has no meaning. 
 
Regardless of which view you accept, you'll want to proceed cautiously if you decided to deal with faeries. Clever shapeshifters, these beings 
can be tricksters who might help or harm you, depending on how they feel about you. It's said that life with the faeries is so seductive you 
won't want — or be able — to return to an ordinary earthly existence once you enter their world. Legend warns that eating or drinking with 
them will trap you in the faery realm forever. 

so, faeries are there to help. if we could get a number on them, then we could invoke them, yes? if enough of us were to send the message to 
the faerie, first we would need a name... 

Quote by: http://www.netplaces.com/wicca-witchcraft/the-divine-realm/other-spiritual-entities.htm  

Gnomes are earth spirits. Sometimes called trolls or leprechauns, these creatures can assist you with practical matters and prosperity magick. 
Salamanders are fire spirits. When you need inspiration, courage, or a boost of vitality, call upon these lively beings. 
 
Sylphs are air spirits; their specialty is communication. Seek their aid when you need help with negotiating contracts, legal issues, or other 
concerns that involve communication. Ondines are water spirits. They can help you with emotional matters, especially love spells. 

so, we would need to spell sylphs on our keypad, which would be; 795747, representing the letters you see on your phone, or that is supposed 
to be how it works. of course, you could set the phone to go through any amount of numbers before you enter those, so end with those, i 
guess. maybe it even sends it to a person you know of? this would mean that they are the go between between the fae and your wishes, so 
just sned it to them anyways. it would be better though, to send it to a toll free number, so, if this works, maybe we would need to set up a 
receiver that is near a sattelite dish, and then send them through. i am not sure that it should be read by any person though, so just seeing 
your sms accepted would do it, i hope... 
 
If you want to attract various energies to yourself, you shuld dress in the right colours, and when after reading the rest of this thread that might 
seem obvious, what about symbols? what about that cross you wear around your neck, or the ankh that you wear? how do we activate these 
things? 
 
maybe combining the things inside your wardrobe and then finding a way to 'activate' them, if there is such a thing, could bring you treasures a 
plenty? If you were to ask me, i would suggest rubbing the item like a lamp, as that is an old wives tale that might hold some merit. Maybe we 
could use these things in a cake or make food shaped like that, so as to gain all the blessings we can... 
 
but, one way that items are usually offered to the gods or universe, is to burn them. so maybe making a three pointed star or whatever and 
burning it will give you powers? maybe it will bless you? i have no idea thus far... 
 
so, back to the food. if you were to eat a fully spelled out spell in your fruit loops or whatever, you might gain these blessings for a while. 
maybe a combination of letters and numbers will help? anyways, i am sure that the best way to deal with this is to eat these foods dressed in 
black, as black attracts energies to you, as it traps heat in, and heat is the presence of life while cold is the absence of life. 
 
so, you got your pentacle breakfast symbols and you want to have a stress free day. if you were to pray while you eat, you might send out 
good vibes for yourself and dressed in black or a dark colour could attract neccessary energies to yourself for the day or longer. basically, you 
need to dress in clothing that traps smells in, as your body will perspire and try to get rid of the magic i would guess, as it is not natural. so, 
you need to dress in more 'plasticy' clothes, as they will hold in the gasses released as you perspire. i have experienced when you drink too 
much on a summers day, you start to perspire automatically, so maybe there is something to be learned there too? 
 
Basically i can guess that wearing yellow will make you happy, deleriously so. the thing is so few people wear yellow i guess that there is little 
happiness. i understand dressing in black trpas heat in, but yellow, how does that work? i would say that the yellow would let heat out, so that 
is no good. maybe it would trap the energies, they say, for being popular? how does that work? maybe they would be better served if they were 
to observe what else in nature is yellow? well, the sun is yellow, and so is pollen. pollen plays a huge role in nature, as it attracts things towards 
it. if yellow is the source of heat energy, then maybe it draws people towards you? 
 
red is a very popular colour, i would say that it attracts aggression towards you, as bulls and wildlife feel agitated by red. this means that it will 
make you unpopular, yet you will find peple competing with you, which might make you feel as if they are drawn towards you? 
 
Yes, it should be hidden, as then it charges. this has been seen in the necronmicon - have you heard of it? basically, hiding the spell will chrage 
it, and when you open it up and reveal it to yourself it will be 'cast.' but thanks, i forgot alltogether that it must be hidden... so, why must it be 
hidden? 
 
if it is hidden then nobody else may interfere with it's existence. maybe they should build a huge pentagram under the earth? lol. what would 
that do? 
 
so, it must be hidden for a time. i find this hard to believe, as hiding it will not hide it from the universe. this must be black magic! regaurdless, 
we need to investigate, yes? so, you craft your spell, then hide it, then release it. is there another way to charge a spell? if hiding it will chrage 
it, then it might have something to do with universal consciousness? if the universe is not conscious of the energy, yet the powers that be are, 



then maybe we need to create spells in our dreams? maybe not. 
 
maybe drawing the symbol and then naming it after yourself would do the trick? if you were to draw a cross, and then label it as yourself, that 
might do the 'damage,' yes? a cross could make you forgive someone that you find it hard to forgive, or an ankh might make you live longer? 
or, more practically, the two serpents around a rod might make heal you from sickness? 
 

1. As we have discussed, you can tell the future with these. i know of stories where people have planned great things using them, and 
now you know how too. the question is, how does it work? how can we be sure of it before it happens? 
 
Well, if you believe in determinism, then you will understand how it comes to be that if something says something definite about the way things 
are, then definately they will result in the occurance again each time they are drawn. let's try to make this a program? if we were to do that, it 
could use a combination of blue diamond buddhism for the name of yours, relating to the randomised pack of playing cards... or not, i cannot 
program! 
 
So, if this is correct, then we must believe in determinsm and not free will, as i do not believe in free will either. If we were to know what the 
future holds for us, we can prepare for it, and may never need insurance again - i don't know what that will do to the economy though... 
 
Now, if you believe in dice aswell, another form of divination, well maybe some people are better at explaining than myself? 

Quote by: http://www.serenapowers.com/  

Divination and fortune telling have been around as long as humanity. The methods used can be as uncomplicated as scratches in the sand to 
the complex calculations of intricate astrological charts. Mankind has used knucklebones, entrails, sticks, stones and shells to divine the future. 
Even marks drawn in the dust were consulted for portents of what was to come. Later, dice and other man-made objects were used for the 
same purpose. Virtually anything can be used for the purpose of divination, as long as you are consistent.  
 
Over the centuries, these divinatory arts have consistently and reliably revealed the strengths and weaknesses of individuals as clearly as if the 
information was written in ink on their forehead. 
 
Love, money, fate and fortune are all revealed using these tried and true methods. 

so, it is proved to many people that it works. i guess that if you were to read dice, being the easiest, they would always tell you, if you roll 
enough dice, what will happen to you. of course it would be the same for each person, but how do we explain this? 
 
if you were to consider that if there is money in your power box, you get electricity, then that reading can be likened to these divinations, 
except that the electricity box is not random. bringing in randomness makes it easy for the universe to pervert the rolls or cards and then place 
them in a 'familair' order. 
 
I also believe in auras and the easiest way, i find, to see someone's aura, is to look at them on a pale wall. look at them, but past them, so your 
eyes focus around their heads, seeing the outline of their faces. this may take a while, and starts off as grey, but with pracice you can see their 
auras easily! 
 
http://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&sou...63284496183516 
 
basically it is as follows... 
 
red, energy, stamina, passion. 
 
purple, intuition, imagination, universal flow. 
 
blue, kindness, love, innerpeace. 
 
green, harmony, love, social. 
 
yellow, humor, intellect, logic. 
 
orange creativity, pleasure, enthusiasm. 
 
and there are plenty of photos out there with auras on them, and, this means using a camera, i think in near darkness or out of focus, will 
reveal their auras too. 
 
But i only brought this up to go back to color magic! If you were to dress in the colours listed there, then you will attract those energies to you, 
yes? if you were to put a certain color face on your cell phone, it would focus on those elements? if you were to draw a cross or ankh with 
those colours, then you would focus on those energies? 
 
Of course the same could be said for tatoos? if you were to scrawl something on your body, would it have an even bigger effect? like a similar 
to what you want thing? how about etching things in your house, or, having paintings made? 
 
now, what else can we do? i have not heard of anybody flying yet, so, let's muddle with that for a while? 
 
it is said that you need a feather to fly. i have heard that many times. it comes from evolution that birds learned to fly through running very fast 
- the velociraptor ran fast until the feathers developed, and then they were able to fly. so, instead of having a feather, you might need to run 
fast. from my previous experiments, i deducted that - oh that would be funny, me running around the garden trying to fly? - you need heat to 
lift you up. or to get hot, as hot things go up in terms of air. but that is more like levitation, yes? we want to fly! 
 
so, you need to go really fast. think of an aeroplane - it goes real fast until the wings slent it up into the air. are we trying to fly like an 
aeroplane? well, we could, but that is obvious. get a car with wings! simple. we want to fly like a bird, yes? 
 
how about we imagine wings on ourselves? well, that happened in the sixties, and those people are not alive anymore. so, we need to make 
sure it works before we plan for the best. if you were to observe the bird, it flaps it's wings like real fast. so, if we could make wings for 
ourselves, and make a way to flap them really fast it would probably be a nervous reaction to get it to flap fast enough. let's leave it there, this 
physical idea. 
 



This has been proven to work from the oudjia board. it moves, no matter where it moves to, while you press down, it gets a life of it's own 
basically. Now, fo the scientific community, they should try these boards out. it moves not through our own forces, but throgh forces in the next 
world, you could say. 
 
how does a hallucination work? it is where you see something that does not happen, so it is motion, but is it real? i have seen my oudja board 
plachette, which was a little tot glass, move without me touching it. i basically antagonised the spirit into moving it for me! i think... also i made 
a remote for the television move by only touching it lightly - it came towards me. 
 
so, how do we do this? i think by imagining it in our hands, then imagining a thin chord between it and our hands, we could move it. to make it 
move around though, maybe we would need to imagine it as part of our bodies, yes? 
 
i have another experiment for you. 'the strings', as it is referred to by my friends, is where you imagine yourself inside the other person's body. 
then you can preemt a lot of movements for them from your own mind. one of my female friends does this a lot to me, quite fun! 
 
So, if that is possible, and works, and yes i have experienced it, then there must be a way to move things around too. If we were to imagine 
oursleves handling the object, then maybe we could move it around, or would that require too much concentration? and how about energy? 
maybe eating a lot of sugar will help? 
 

1. I have no idea why i am doing this, but out of sheer curiosity. if there is a way to spontaneously combust things, like waste or 
whatever, i hope to find it! 

Quote by: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_combustion  

A substance with a relatively low ignition temperature (hay, straw, peat, etc.) begins to release heat. This may occur in severalways, usually 
oxidation by a little moisture and air, bacterial fermentation generates heat. 
The heat is unable to escape (hay, straw, peat, etc. are good thermal insulators), and the temperature of the material rises. 
The temperature of the material rises above its ignition point (even though much of the bacteria are destroyed by ignition temperatures). 
Combustion begins if sufficient oxidizer, such as oxygen, and fuel are present to maintain the reaction into thermal run-away. 

Now, we know how spontaneous combustion works. of course using your imagination finds a way around this and put it into a 'wish' form for 
us. so, if you can use your imagination to make things move, as my girl friend showed me [apparently i cannot concentrate enough,] then 
maybe you could do it through your imagination too? simply imagine the thing you want to burn and then imagine a lot of igniting sources 
around, on or inside object. 
 
well, what if we were to imagine the materials, or even their bodies, igniting due to 'electrical excitement?' we could imagine the friction 
neccessary for the ignition, by if headaches work this way, where you may place a mathematical value ontop of your efforts to make it stronger, 
you could imagine rubbing together of some wood or something, and then hope for the best. 
 
To make fireballs, purely for the sake of entertainment, we should use our imaginations once more. if the imagination can do so much, including 
nealry cripple you, this must be the way forwards. 
 
If we were to imagine the thing or place where we want to make fire as a meeting point for the chemicals that make up fire, being oxygen, 
heat and fuel, we could place a triangle around the object or place, and then burn away. if we were to imagine this, it should work, maybe we 
could imagine the three things coming together inside the triangle? 
 

1. I have heard my fireballs work, well, from some unnamed sources, and, I hear lightning is easier to make, so, I will try to conjure 
up lightning bolts for your own amusement. 
 
For those of you that say these things are destructive and dangerous to our fellow men, I say it will lead to more progress in the end, as it may 
lead to a new power source, no? 
 
Now, we make fireballs with our imagination. If we were to make lightning the same way, say, by imagining that there is a lot of static in the 
air, maybe we could make it so that lightning could appear out of nowhere? 

Quote by: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lightning  

Many factors affect the frequency, distribution, strength, and physical properties of a "typical" lightning flash to a particular region of the world. 
These factors include ground elevation, latitude, prevailing wind currents, relative humidity, proximity to warm and cold bodies of water, etc. To 
a certain degree, the ratio between IC, CC and CG lightning may also vary by season in middle latitudes. 

So, we need to get these factors correct in our imagination to make lightning work too. I suggest we do it outside near to a tree or pole to get 
out of the way, or something, otherwise it could strike us on our bodies. 
 
Of course, we may also try to do this with our cell phones, and I suggest a mass cell phone collective to get it right quickly. it would also make 
sense to send our messages to the sylphs, but, if you can get it going with your imagination, remembering to experiment with the factors we 
have heard of in my wiki quote, then it could work. 
 
To heal the body of cuts and bruises should be easy. if you were to imagine your 'patient' with you, you could imagine the skin sewing closed or 
getting more blood to heal it. The blood carries oxygen and fuel for the body, so it will help heal a cut. or gash. whatever. 
 
How about diseases? well, if you were to imagine the body producing white blood cells, then you could bomb the disease into oblivion. I guess 
you would have to imagine all the fuels cells need heating up in the body to make the cells come into division, and then fight the disease. even 
aids could be healed this way I guess. 
 
Heat is vital to life. it is what separates life from death, as there is no life without heat. imagine in deep dark space... is there any life there? 
 
So, heat is the catalyst of life - the spark that brings life. if you were to be too hot though, the diseases will also thrive. you have to cool down 
when you have a cold yes? 
 
Now, to maximise your healing, you should try to heat your cells without heating your body. this means that you need to get an electro magnet, 



and heat the cells in your body. 
 
It is possible to simulate an electromagnetic discharge with static and magnets. simply place a north and south pole magnet on either side of 
your body, then send static through them. you can send the static by rubbing pieces of veld material together, but, it will get sent through you. 
 
I say that electromagnetic discharge will help with cellular division because the cells are bio mass. if something is biomass, it may age quicker 
with some heat. if you were to observe electricity, it basically ignites flesh at a high enough charge, so, the body needs to have this to help with 
cellular division. 
 
of course you may be able to use your cell phones too. I suggest the gnomes to be the recipient of these 'messages.' If you observe a church, 
there they also pray for healing and stuff, but it is a pity Jehova is suspect with his answering of prayers. 
 

Monies! 
 
Well, with the world in such a fix, the market needs to grow. the best way to make a market grow is with some cash injection - there is money, 
make no mistake, it is just tied up in other stocks or investments. If the system is letting you down, maybe you need to change your tact? 
 
The best way to make the market stabalize is with market confidence. Can this be achieved by a bigger company? Will the rewards of the 
previous year go to a smaller company again? Allt hese things lead to confidence if the business suceeds in some way. The best thing to do 
though is to go and revamp a smaller company. 
 
Maybe there is an entrepreneur in your area? Maybe they have a tiny business that is in dire need of financial support? Why would you want to 
take on a failing mini business? Well, if you can fix it up, you can make money! How do you fix up a little business, though? If you were to 
observe the customers that it has, they need more if they are failing, or maybe someone is stealing. Whatever the reason they are failing, they 
need to succeed now. The best way to do that is to make your workers eager for work. This can be done by making the work environment 
more comely. If you were to give the workers more freedom in their approach, then that would see it work better. if you were to ban all 
personalising of the work place, that would also be a good idea. no intimate phone calls, but using the fax machine personally might be okay. 
 
So, you bought your little business and want to wheel and deal it. If you were to make it more competitive, not as in a cash injection, but with 
the attitudes of the workers, that would be a step in the right direction. If you were to send them for councelling, whether they need it or not, 
send them to one of those life coaches. Merely being around the coach will make them jealous of the coach and then they will try to emulate 
them in some way shape or form, and then you got positive workers! 
 
If you were to want to raise your prices, do it! There is no doubt that your new friendly workers will impress the people they come into contact 
with, and that will lead to a good image. if you were to deliver a service at still less than the costs of the big business, then you are still 
competitive. Imagine all the stress the other workers are under? The workers for the big business of course. if your sales people aren't the shiny 
happy people holding hands they need to be, then maybe some more work is in need? Team building often doesn't work though, as making 
people bring their families to barbecues will result in them still favouring the people they like in the work environment. This could be fatal, as 
the team may outright reject some others! If this is the case, then i find that arguments are good. Yes get them to argue. This will make them 
intimate with each other eventually, as they will still work together, and find a way to get along. then they will burn all the negativity out of 
them, issues will come up, and then they still work together, making them get along. This will air your business out! 
 
Then, after upping the prices, sell your new 'lovely' business on in the form of shares, maybe keeping majority share if you hold the business 
dear. Revamp, and all from the psyche of the workers. Everything else will fall into place. 
 
If you want to succeed as a business, you need to create a good image. This could be done by making it so that poor and rich customers come 
to your store. the only way to do that is with a good pr person, or some nice tips! from me, of course! 
 
If you were to keep up with technology, you would be better off using components from others who are keeping up with the joneses. if you 
were to buy their old machinery, you would save a whopping number of currency. What is wrong with it? it worked before, and will work again. 
Buying yesterday's machines will still work, and are guaranteed of supplying a competitive edge, as they did for the previous person. 
 
Whenever you see someone liquidating, you should follow up on them and buy their machines. If you were to invest in bad investments, the 
only thing making them bad investments is that they didn't do it right. look at all the others in the market that succeeded? They were using the 
same machines... 
 
experience is a bad thing. it costs money, and usually people that take their job for granted take these titles. the only way to keep yourself 
competitive is to go for out of colledge and high school people. they will appreciate the job more, and thank you for it. imagine having some 
bumbling person bringing all that personal baggage on board? The tricks you can learn from a book, and it costs less too! 
 
How do you keep the system pumping? money goes into ventures, then the ventures grow, then they hire more people to buy their competitors 
prodcuts from them. What we therefore need is more competitors! 
 
The problem is, when the competition merges, they cut jobs. so, you want them to split up! this will result in more brand recognition, as 
typically wal mart is made up of many smaller shops, for example. this increases competition, so, you need to make it comely for them to split, 
or reduce taxes on them in a small state. the taxes though always go to service delivery, so either way people will either get the better deals or 
more 'welfare.' All we need is more going into the system, yes? 
 
So, how do we attract investment? i think all the rich people already own shares, so, you need to appeal to the middle income group. if the rich 
pay ninety percent of taxes in america, then how much more could the middle be milked for if you were to tax them the same? same principle 
with getting them to invest! 
 
Basically, cutting shares into smaller slices will attract more investment. it is not common that people will share shares, so they must be cut so 
small that even a poor person can buy them. this means that there will be more investment from brokers, who, have a few thousand dollars to 
invest. this means they will never be able to buy big shares, but they will be able to buy small shares. i know my investor turned my 6000 
dollars into 7000 dollars over a year and a half. now imagine that everybody had that? won't work? well, imagine this deal comig through for 
people with 600 dollars? then they would be happier, and it is achievable for all around! 
 
basically, what a lot of people overlook is that they can all make money on shares. now, if all people were involved in the markets, everyone 
would make money, because they will all make money on this imaginary value of the shares. all it takes is confidence, so, if some rich guy splits 
his shares into tid bits, then he could definately have a buyer for all of them, and, have them increase in value, supposedly. 
 
i wonder how much the market is really worth? probably a lot less? if the market was to implode, due to lack of confidence, then you will see 
the rich get richer and the poor poorer as they will buy up all the businesses quickly, and then it will return to it's rate as surety builds up. For 
this reason, nobody should ever panic! 
 
If you want to make a killing buying shares for the express purpose of resale, then you need to buy 'diy shares.' these will be up to you to fix 
up, and you don't even need to fiddle with the company to do it! if you merely want to make money, just buy them all, or as many as you can, 



and hold onto them. the business will stabalize, and then you sell them. then you pump all your business money into 'image.' this will make 
people think they are making a come back! then there will be interest, and then you can sell. 
 
Or, if you don't want to wait, you could start your own business. then you need to simply get some capital together, and, grab some guys to 
work for you. you set it up in your garage, and you get people to pump money into it, so the money it is worth goes up. then you list it, and 
then you retain all the shares that you are entitles to, and when people start buying them you wait for the value to go up before selling them. 
this will be reactively fast! to make people interested in your business, all you need is assets. it is true that assets owned by a business are 
worth more than those you buy normally, as they belong to a business. to cook the books, you get some people together to put through some 
'false' transactions, and then it looks like you have customers! good one hey? 
 
At the end of the day, it is a business with assets, and the transactions actually did go through, even if it was from your bonus bank accounts 
into the same ones again, and over again from other accounts owned by you. you could say this was a way to avoid taxes or something, which 
is legal i guess. 
 
then, when they buy the business, there will be interest, and the value will go up. this means they have a known business to brokers all over 
the place, and the market news will be full of the news of this business. that is free advertising! 
 
If you were to observe the way that stocks change hands, they usually get sold when they are worth something. the trick is to buy the right sort 
of stocks at a bad time, but remember to leave the blue chip stocks alone - they are highly stable yet return very little. 
 
So, which companies will you buy into? if you bought into all the ailing stocks, you would have a lot of businesses doing better, guaranteed, 
because as the one does better, so it needs suppliers, and so forth, until they feed each other. So, logically, you want to be the supplier. this 
means that you need to buy stocks that will be in demand when the other businesses do well, as some of them are bound to do well, as people 
do buy things. 
 
Now, obviously things like paper and pens will be used, and, luckily, every company buys excesses of this. so then you look to who supplies the 
paper and pens with raw materials, and you end up with ink and plastics and trees. unfortunately, with the way things are ecologically, there is 
much fuss about cutting down trees, so, maybe taxes on this could make it costlier than you think. the plastics are always being used up, so go 
into that maybe. 
 
what else is in great demand? i heard on the news that water is becoming a precious resource, so maybe investing in water or dams or water 
companies would be a good idea. maybe with the trend becoming farming bio fuels, the market will demand food too? this means that there 
might be a way in the course of food stuffs being planted, so, farming maybe? 
 
there are a lot of reliable places to put your money as we can see, but, where will you make money quickly? If you subscribe to financial 
magazines, then look for new models of cars coming out. those countries will have suppliers too, and there is money to be made there even if 
no cars are sold. 
 
how about the war time costs? this would mean that armories will need more gun powder and metal, so, invest there. how about easter? that is 
coming up shortly, but, i find that valentines day is even sooner. now how do you cash in on valentines day? well, chocloates are imported from 
various places, and they always buy the best chocolates for valentines day, so, buying into big chocolate companies, just for the week before 
valentines day, will see you gather all the sudden demand for it and then you can sell while it looks as if everybody will be eating chocolate for 
a long time. 
 
Seasons are a goon one too. for winter, everybody diets, so, why not invest in slim slabs, weight loss videos - things like that? same with 
summer, with barbeques and storing up for the winter, again, wood is overlooked as an investment outlet. 
 
How about concrete when there is a new development planned? 
 
as you can see, predicting where you want to put your money based on future demands, means costs are low now while they will be higher 
when you sell at peak times. 
 
If you want to forecast stock movements, you need to observe the trends that have followed in years gone by. if you were to watch the 
markets eat each other when they are week, then that is the thing to do. in today's era of uncertainty, when stocks get weak, people hesistate 
before they buy them, but, they still have assets in the forms of buildings and machinery that you can buy for a steal. if you were to join an 
body with enough buying power to buy up small companies, you just change the name or sell the assets. 
 
the problem is, today, nobody wants second hand assets in the form of machinery, so, you are better off trying to get the company back on it's 
feet. this can be done by retaining the customers and of course changing the name of the company. If the company were to retain all of it's 
assets, and then rebrand in the form of a new business, then it would be able to capture new deals. 
 
if you were to look at the books of a company, look for big deals that still need to go through. if the business was to have an outstanding order, 
or many of them, that they could not meet because of some spending idocies, then you are buying money, basically. there are plenty of these 
today, because there are so many people and so few businesses, so, buying any ailing business will basically guarantee you customers, or, a 
few outstanding orders. 
 
When trading stocks, it is best to have the initiative. if you buy with foresight - where you can see them being bought later by others - then 
they will increase in value. so, how do we achieve foresight? 
 
If we read the papers, they don't cover the real sweet meat, the middle level businesses, as they can 'come into fashion,' and then everyone 
wants a slice. If you were to coordinate with a business, you could tell them you will buy stocks at a certain time, and then they must lower the 
price. this will look like a buy of little bits, that they are losing share value, and then everyone will sell. this you need to coordinate with the 
business, as then you can promise them further interest from a select group of friends of yours - your 'crooky allies!' 
 
If the business is actually worth less doesn't impact the business, as they still have the same assets and 'partners,' so when the business goes 
down in value, they can get some trustworthy owners and share holders, and then you can sign a contract where you promise to put money 
into the business for them to buy more assets or whatever. 
 
If you do it right, you will buy stocks from a business that is acting 'recklessly,' in the market, and get it in with your partners what you do with 
the business, and that can go a long way when it comes to voting. control is what you want, surety is what they want, and everyone gets paid! 
 
If the market was to go into a network, where all people could buy stocks in each country from the different markets, then they could 
coordinate with Forex. This could be the bridge between trading stocks and currency at the same time. 
 
If the market was to buy currency, then they could control what prices they buy stocks at. if of course the market got influenced by the money 
people, then they would see weak currencies selling their whole business to an investor, and that would be good for the third world. this would 
lead to more competition, and then the price of goods would come down - if they are buying shares in third world countries, the third world 
would have nearly guaranteed stability. 



 
If the market were to make a track record of all the shares that important investors buy, then they could make a celebrity list of the top interest 
shares. this will be like a famous share index, but maybe there is more to it than just making a list for everyone? 
 
maybe they could create a waiting list? this list could make the people that are interested in buying a share type more aware of each other, and 
then they could all buy at the same time - at the same price. this awareness will bring the market together, and bring something in called 
surety. This keeps prices down, profits optimal, and the market becomes slower, so all lists can be observed. 
 
What if the market could be regarded as if it was a place to own stocks instead of making money? most people buy with the idea of selling later 
on to make a profit. so, what if the goal was to own the whole business? Then you could use money made from that business - usually quite a 
lot, to buy more influence on other businesses? 
 
If the market was full of owners, it would become bearish, and then they would all grow. but, if you removed the idea that you can buy and sell 
a lot, making money, then they won't be worth anything, will they? 
 
So, it is a good idea not to own the whole business, as then they will be up for sale, or considered valuable as they may be sold, and then you 
make money from others selling and buying stocks of this type. so, how do you get others to sell at a profit, making money for you and them? 
 
If you were to invest money into the business, then you could see the shares grow. if you were to sheep around and buy up the top investors 
newest 'risk stocks,' then you could watch them improve the stocks value, and just hang onto them making more money from the business. you 
offer surety, and they offer money for you! 
 

Elections in south africa 
 
I hope it will go the way of the democratic alliance. they have a lot to prove, so will try their best. the anc will make a lot of empty promises, 
and will probably win, some say definately. It is a culture here of the natives being like brainwashed hordes, promised something, remembering 
how great they are, or whatever. 
 
So, how great are the south africans? Well, most of them are uneducated. our present president has no grade 10, and doesn'r try to help the 
people at all. But that has nothing to do with the people - they keep telling them how great they are to support the anc, and then that the anc 
will perservere. The anc will keep a lot of votes as people only recognise the euphoria of the past fight for freedom in the logo, they can't read, 
but recognise as the anc - the freedom fighters. 
 
So, how stupid can someone be? You get promised jobs, then nothing happens. You get promised houses to be made available, and it happens 
very slowly. Then they get re assured that everything will be okay, but, when will it be okay? Things are not okay! People suffer here everyday, 
but are luckier than suffering in a different african nation most would say. Let's face it, water is not scarce here, so i guess they are better off, 
but having something to be proud of? Seriously? What have we got to be proud of? Our constitution is the biggest waste of educated brain cells 
in court at any time of the day. 
 
So, for the opposition parties to do better, they need to say that things will only be better if they come to power, that they should be proud of 
them instead, and then say why. Nobody ever says why - they might say, for example, there are fifty million south africans. is that something to 
be proud of? They might say that they provide superior products to other african nations, but that is only food - should we be proud of our soil? 
Is that something to be proud of? Are we proud of our leaders? Why are we proud of our leaders? 
 
For far too long the anc has been getting away with this pandering to people's emotions. there is little else they have done for people. 
 
In south africa, there is about 70 - 80 majority population of black people. now, it seems that most of these people are unemployed. They are 
also - the majority, uneducated. as soon as a black person goes to school nowadays, they tend to like the other non blind faith anc parties. Now 
isn't that strange? 
 
In south africa, nearly everyone has a cellphone. I find the easiest way to have some voter education is to sms them with important news about 
corruption, except for the fact that they cannot read. The alternative is to start rumors of corruption and lack of care from the leaders. Tell 
them they are no better than you! It is a popular custom in the black society here for the leaders to have a lot and the people to have a little, 
without complaining. This means the leaders are quite safe from corruption charges, but then we could point out these people are no better 
than the voters, because they are not. 
 
What would make them better than the people? They all have two feet and two hands, they all need to eat and work. So, because these people 
know someone from somewhere, the anc 'stays in the family' you could say. This means it would have fallen to julius malema because the 
people knew him and the leaders knew him. Naturally you vote for someone you know, but, how well do you know the leaders? Can you trust 
them? Will they forget you? 
 
The people of south africa i find are forgotten. Better to start anew with the da or cope or soemthing, at least they can hear you. 
 
Why don't all the squatters and poor people go into the city centre and call them to address you? They will probably send someone else! As i 
have pointed out they cannot hear, have forgotten, and really actually don't have anything better to do than to address the people, but it is too 
much of a struggle to go out there and calm everyone down. They will ignore you, but the other parties will be there! Yes they will, and they 
are listening. 
 

1. Well, how has life changed since apratheid? Are there more jobs? Are there more houses? Are the people happier? No to all of 
those. you could say you have replaced one evil with another evil, now the state leaders only want to hear from the big coorporations overseas, 
but in the mean time the people overseas don't care about the people or lifestyle here in south africa - they care about money, of course. 
 
So, how is life different? we hear the leaders saying all the time, now we are free! Rejoice! We have been rejoicing for nearly two decades or 
eighteen years - a full life time of 'born frees', and what do they have? Mismanagement, corruption, and a state that doesn't care for them. 
Didn't the aprtheid care for them? What did apartheid do wrong? Were they really not free? What are they rejoicing about? Being able to vote? 
now a black person sits there calling the shots, but what has changed? 
 
Well, before we had a structured development plan that is still yielding dividends. the beaches they 'colonized' and segregated, for instance, are 
still using the buildings of before. if you look at the houses, today's houses fall down! That is something done in a rush with people also hired 
because they are black instead of due to their credentials. would you like to live in a house that could fall down at any moment? We have one 
province that is not anc run, and that province is doing better than the others. the anc is in charge there, clearly they don't know what they are 
doing, because they knew someone to get in. favours upset the country. It is not like the white government of the western cape steals money... 
 
So, there are many people employed through favours that get the tenders. this is due to corruption, and then they get rubbish houses to rent. 
 
I suggest that the anc takes a long hard look at what they are doing, and does something. tenders for cash has to go. There are people 
suffering from this. of course, if it were legal to offer cash for tenders, the job would get done faster and with more competency, but it is illegal 



to seek cash for tenders. 
 
I find the policy, unwritten, yet still applicable, of patronage is very corrupt. It sucks the money out of the state, and then just uses it for other 
things that are not related to the upliftment of the poor. 
 
Now, imagine abraham lincoln was alive still, but very old. was he a dem? if so, they could wheel him up in his wheel chair to the rallies and 
then say he likes the dems or whatever. that sort of thing is the only thing the blacks here respect! they have no access to news, they have no 
access to media. they are blind and deaf to the news. they need to get rumors circulating about the anc, or, educate more people. I mean, all 
most voters recognise is the green and gold of the anc banner when they vote! 
 
I know the democratic alliance has a bit of money over. they should use that money not to feed people, not to build hospitals, but rather to 
send teachers out to the squatter camps to teach the people to read and write. This will upset the apple cart, and the people will then know 
what is going on! This is a viable outcome for the da and cope, the major opposition to the anc. 
 
Previously, i have outlined mismanagement of funds or corruption. i worked out that the leading party could easily spend a third of the 
resources allocated on educationa nd health, and still come away with better results than they are now. They could lead to a dole for the whole 
country if they wanted to. they are robbing the tax payers blind! Let's look at some figures? 

Quote by: http://www.volconvo.com/forums/showthread.php?t=41914  

Education... 
 
Quote by: etu.org.za 
 
Education is the biggest item in the budget and it makes up 17% (one sixth) of the pie. We  
spend a lot on education because we are still paying for some of the backlogs from the past.  
Many of our schools still need classrooms, toilets, sports fields and equipment. Salaries of  
teachers make up about three quarters of the education budget. We have a large proportion  
of young people in South Africa - around one third of our people are children. 
Okay, so this takes up 17% of the budget, which comes to about, allowing for lee way, one hundred billion. This means, with a third of our 
nation in schools, being less than, but we will say it is equal to seventeen million, educating each child costs [100 000 000 000 / 17 000 000 =] 
ten thousand rand a month to educate - more or less 1250 dollars a year. This includes teachers salaries, at about one teacher to fourty 
children, means there are 425000 teachers, each hauling about ten grand a month, comes to about 51 000 000 000 a year spent on teachers. 
so, it is costing half of the expenditure to teach the children, so each child costs five thousand rand a year to educate - 5125 dollars a year. 
 
Now, if you were to build from the bottom up, what would the costs be? If each child gets textbooks for a total of two hundred rand a book, 
and there are say ten subjects - lee way - that comes to two thousand rand per child. computers are a once off thing so don't go there! This 
means that somewhere there is a child claiming 5000 rand but only using 2000 rand. 
 
But then there is the behind the scenes work going on. that is a pittance i bet! 
 
So, my budget for south african education comes to 70 billion, while thiers comes to more than a hundred billion. That is thirty billion that could 
be used for jobs! 

The basics of money means that they are to represent a token until you get something else. If the 'market' needs something, you supply it. this 
is a good society - where needs are satisfied. 
 
Money has made it harder to get what you want somehow. If we were all to want something, we would need to save up for it usually - 
something that we will appreciate, like a tv or a car. If we were to have immediate access to the thing, by swopping what we have, well that 
would make if far easier to get things for our things. If we were to swop things, say a hundred toys for a tv, well, then that would be a direct 
likeness between what we do with our time and what we get for doing it. 
 
Imagine? everyone would have a job! In the city at least. work your own hours, and so forth. the thing is, it is a far more structured way of 
doing things by using tokens, as with some things that cannot be done without a team, like making the tv, would never happen. 
 
If we could find a way to get back to the barter system, would we be better off? 
 
Well, everyone chooses what they make and how much they make of it. It means everyone will be lower middle class, i guess, as it makes it 
easier to penetrate certain 'markets'. If you chose what you want to make at any time, you could ask before what the person needs, and 
accomodate them. 
 
With no big companies there will be employment for all, like in the mideavil times... 
 
Well, with the lack of money, people can no longer be rich to the ends they are now. this means wealth redistribution is a obvious outcome. if 
the person learns a trade, they can always offer a better deal on it, as every sale becomes personal. Today we find people window shopping - 
why not have it so that you carry your goods with you and then 'barter a better deal?' 
 
The system of barter is the most simple. it is better because it fluctuates the price depending on what the people have, and how much they 
have of it. this means that everyone can get what they need, and often more importantly to them, want. It is easier because the actual deal 
changes from person to person, depending on their needs and the wealth of the dealer. So, if someone wants to buy a wheel barrow, and they 
have five hundred head of corn, they may give less to the wheel barrow merchant than their whole crop, but, then the next person comes in 
with a spade, and wants either of the things! This resource redistribution, often sought by first world countries, will actually 'keep everyone in 
pocket.' 
 
If you were to make your way in life, doing what you do, it will probably be something practical. do you know how many people are fighting a 
losing battle making cell phones and it stuff, all of which is not selling? if you make something practical for your own use, you will use it until 
you don't need it anymore or swop it for something you want in it's place. 
 
Now, if you own a factory, and you all make for example, tyres, then you are free to swop the tyres for anything else made in a factory. If the 
people that work there get tyres to barter with as payment, they are employed and have something to swop. 
 
The thing is that tyres don't get swopped everyday. nothing gets swapped everyday except for bread and milk and things like that. That is why 
these sectors will yield much competition and bear very small value on the swop measures. 
 
There will be less poverty as even people that live in shacks have chickens or something to swop eggs for something else, or even eat the eggs. 



then the poor will also be able to learn their own trade, a simple one, and then employ themselves. Okay, so it doesn't lift the poverty clean off, 
but it does allow for extreme do it yourself stuff. 
 

Should the usa buy Canada? 
 

Well, would the standard of living go up in canada? there would still be a body called canada, but it would be some ice. canadians that want to 
remain in canada can move out there. of course the new citizens will be granted american and canadian citizenship, so there won't really be a 
problem, surely. 
 
then they can buy mexico too! then all the unemployed people can move out of mexico to the resource rich canadian 'fields' - well it will be a 
giant wopper! Imagine the people can be pleased to stay in their houses, and then be granted dual citizenship, and then hold an immediate 
election for a leader. i am sure there are more ameircans than mexicans and canadians, so, obama, being the popular guy he is, will win a great 
deal of american and mexican hearts, but the more educated in canada might vote for someone else, though it is a smaller party and body. 
 
Now, the people of all three countries could get a fixed minimum wage, win the war on drugs - as it will be their problem then - and then 
canada can have the long awaited settlers it desires - it has the infrastructure to develop many businesses. then, there will be no squatters in 
canada, as it is too cold to squat out there, so they will not face a rush of urbanisation. 
 
What does concern me though is the migration towards texas, calafornia and florida. These places will be put under great stress, but, then they 
can be classed as vagrants and moved back home. they all have families there - this isn't brazil! The bulk buying power of such a 'country' 
would overshadow whole continents! I am sure that already goes on with america, yes? 
 
Why wouldn't they do this? They buy the land, the money goes into the federal reserve, the country shares all reserves, no cost! lots more 
imaginary money floating around! Then they can develop mexico with canadian funds as business moves there, for the no longer low wages, 
but for new wages that buy them a few luxuries, taxed by the country, more 'tax capital' or gdp, and so forth. Then the whole region has the 
same army size, as they won't need more i am sure, so we can down scale on that then. 
 
i say buy canada, mexico, peru, venezuala - hell buy it all! It costs nothing, their debts are miserly compared to america's brute force of 'capital' 
or gdp or whatever, and then there will be american businesses expanding down south and employing more people, as, canada's big 
companies, mexico's big companies, and so foth, all set up shop across the street from each other, allowing for more competition and revenue 
in taxes, spending, service delivery and so forth. 
 

Capitalism 
 

Well, capitalism is damn fine! it is used to give people something to reach for, some sort of earnings for their 'luck.' but, some people are 
unlucky, so it needs to change. 
 
most here would say that socialism is the way to go. having a party that is voted into the house controlled by the people means that these 
unlucky people will have an easier time 'getting luck.' the regulation of all things needs to take place, so that people are happy or satisfied, and 
those leaders are rewarded. that is how i understand it then. 
 

1. It was the driving force in frnace recently, and that would mean it played a role in the house as maybe even a direct reason. 

Quote by: http://www.anu.edu.au/polsci/marx/contemp/pamsetc/socfrombel/sfb_2.htm  

Out of the French Revolution, then, emerged the essential socialist idea that democracy and freedom require a society of equality. The French 
radicals recognised that genuine freedom presupposed the liberty of all to participate equally in producing and sharing the wealth of society. 
They understood that if some had the unequal right to own and monopolise land, wealth or factories, then others might just as unequally be 
condemned to a life of drudgery, misery and poverty. 

 
Trading forex. 

 
another good indicator of trading forex outcomes is to look for new models of cars. if there is a new model released, they usually get rid of the 
old ones and buy the new ones, so, the producing countries currency will fractionally increase when they release those new cars. 
 
it isn't very profitable to follow a trend, but it isn't very easy to start a trend. maybe there is a easy way to start a trend? 
 
the forex market is supposedly three hundred trillion dollars a year, so how much of that can you control? not a lot i would reckon! 
 
okay, so if you were to set up a deal with someon that you are selling to, you could use a robot to set up multiple deals, and leave them to 
'wait' or pause them, then wait for something to take a dip. use a false name, as, you might get identified as a person that sets up deals that 
are a waste of time. for this, i suggest the phone book! 
 
so, you set up a sale, of which you do not yet have the stuff, and you set up anothe robot to look for dips in currency. then you could, to make 
it even better, set up a 'gang' of slutty brokers that eat spaghetti with knives, and you could all set these up, use your buying power together, 
and then be guaranteed of making at least one good deal a day. then you could share the money you do make for a real grind. 
 
the thing is, the currency market will never fall too far. unless it crashes. as soon as that happens, buy quickly! hope for crashes! if you were to 
observe that a crashed market still has assets, then you will basically, without any of the frills, have a few machines and buildings at a steal! go 
for crashing currency, and if it doesn't get better, you will be proud business owners. or be able to rename the business and sell it for a song. 
 
If you buy the currency of a country that is expanding, you will lose. this currency always goes up, so will be more expensive. you need to 
watch the cents! if you were to buy currency of 'invisible' countries - ones that haven't appeared on the radar - and they supply the emerging 
markets with resources, that would be much better. 
 
but, where can you really gain pips? if you were to observe the markets, you can identify your own trends, but, how do you know they will hold 
true? if you were to observe that in europe, things start later than in asia, you might buy euros when they are sleeping and get them at less 
cost. of course it is better to do this at the beginning of the month, or, when most pay days come. 
 
Now, if you buy currency that is all the way down there, you might not lift it yourself, you got to hope that others see it the same way. the only 
reason the pound is so strong is because it is central to europe and america, and, it has 'pedigree'. people think of it like blue chip stock, while 
really it is not. It is something that people see low, compared to how it used to be yesterday or last week or whetever, and then they buy it 
while it is down, rejuvenating it. then people see it start to climb, see where it was at it's peak, and become optimistic and jump on the band 



wagon. 
 
How do we disect the pound then? how do we buy it low and sell it to fools that 'need' it? I would say that the pound gets bought for a few 
reasons, mainly because of the banks being located in london, and, the vast population of london. this city alone is so big you can see it from 
space! 
 
So, if you were to watch for when people are buying pounds, or when they are about to start buying pounds, then you would suppose that, due 
to the banking sectors, mainly when they are about to raise the debt celing for another country then everyone is going to lend pounds, so, that 
would be a good time to buy, and watch for the spike! 
 
if you were to think about the banks more, they also lend money to africa and the rest of europe. so does france and germany. These 
currencies will be bought a lot when there is about to be an election, as then they withdraw money from the banks over in britain, yes? 
 
these banks could also be observed to lend money to africa in loans, as i said before. now, if the africans are expanding, or doing something 
stupid like that bric thing, then they need money to trade with each other. if they were to be withdrawing money from barclays, then barclays 
money in england becomes scarcer, yes? this means that it goes up in value, so, when you see the big cheeses saying that they will allow tax 
breaks, then, you can be sure that they will expand, and that barclays will be there to shore them up. 
 
I find that german marks are one of the monst stable currencies in the world. how do we cash in on this? 
 
If we were to observe the largest companies in germany, there lies the key to seeing when the currency will go up or not, and buy before it 
does. if we were to take volkswagen, mercedes and audi, we have already seen that when these companies release new models of cars, the 
currency will become scarcer as the comapnies sell their new models and then the currency will become more valuable for short while. but what 
other companies are big in germany? 
 
Well, there is also bmw, allianz worldwide which is a insurance company and deutche bank group. Now, as anybody can see, when car sales 
here go up, everything goes up! what with the banks to finance the car sales, and the insurance to shore up uncertainty about the cars, we can 
see that everything is linked. 
 
if you were to research this, i am sure you will find this to be true. especially in germany, when car sales go up, everything goes up. another 
curious company is continental, which as far as i know is tyres. this comes in at number twenty only, but companies are gauged on what they 
have as assets making them big, and for a tyre company to come twentieth in a developed country, this must be a good thing. 
 
If the imf were to trade currency, with their loads of cash, they could make money purely for the sake of giving it away, and of course keeping 
like a few percents. This could be done by buying currencies where the banks are selling. if the banks were to sell shares in america, for 
example, then they would be ripe for buying those dollars, as they are selling the dollars and they are losing value. they will return to normal 
when people buy dollars, not because america exports antyhing useful, but because the american dollar is so commonly used. this would be like 
a long drop of a yoyo. 
 
The imf could buy up the dollars or other currency, then create a terrible fall in other currencies, by selling them. if they could laon enough to 
buy up all the money in the world, then sell everything short, then when everyone is in a panic they could buy it back at a profit. if they did this, 
there would be news of a recession for about an hour and then everything will come back to normal in a short while. i also suspect there will be 
more money in the world, do you agree? let's have a look? 
 
If peter buys 100 dollars, 100 yen and 100 pounds, let's say they cost 100 hundred marks each. now there is 100 of three currencies held by 
peter, and he is short 300 marks. now, say this means there is a shortage of dollars, yen and pounds, their value will go up? this means there 
will be at least 101 dollars, yen, and pounds for himself, making a tidy profit of 1 dollar, 1 yen and 1 pound. Now, as soon as he sells it, it will 
go down in value, but, he will get his money out in marks again. the problem is that the 300 marks that he sold will have gained in value too, 
and as soon as he buys them back, when they sell them to him, he sees the value decrease before he buys them. this is how trading currency 
works, as well as trading stocks works, so that money grows. 
 
now, if money is growing all the time in the coffers of the people that keep the money, they will become richer and richer if they keep a 
interactive interest in the markets. if they did this, there would be more money for all! all we need to do is get someone like the imf or world 
bank or all of those types of things to start trading currency. 
 
If we were to identify major players in the market, you need an inside tip! if you get exxon on the phone, and ask when they will be selling, 
they might tell you. If they do, then you could make a 'connect the dots' formula, to see where it will be going. other big players like exxon 
mobil will also change the whole outlook of the currency system by selling their goods. 
 
I figure, when mobil sells major amounts - as people buy in bulk to reduce costs - they will increase their own currency, and then you must buy 
just before they sell. if banks are looking for this sort of thing too, and other traders, you can all make money. if the price isn't right to sell, the 
currency retains value and then the world will see growing money! cool huh? 
 
If you want to trade Forex, the best way to go about it is to observe the trends in that market. if you were to buy currency of a land where they 
are having a war, then you would be silly, but to buy currency of America will always see them going up and down due to sales and stuff. when 
a product comes into season, it will raise the currency value of that land, but, when is the right time to sell? 
 
If you were to go for a smaller currency, you will influence it more if you were to buy and sell it. If you were to buy a thousand Swahili 
currency, which I imagine is very small, with us dollars - a thousand us dollars - then you would influence the currency? no! if you were to take 
out a loan, one financed by the bank, you could say you will pay them back in an hour. then you could use your money by taking out a second 
mortgage or something, and make a killing. but you still need to know what their main exports are... 
 
So, research your country you want to trade currency with well. then you will be able to influence it slightly, but be careful nobody steals your 
pips! if you were to buy Swahili currency at a late hour - when everyone is sleeping - then you will be able to get your own pips back! 
 

Combatting urbanisation. 
 
When poor people in the country, usually natives, hear that there are a lot of jobs and money in the cities, they flock there. this leads to shanty 
towns. This leads to poverty. 
 
The way to get people to not 'urbanize' is to move ventures out to the country. if there were tax breaks for businesses that set up in the rural 
areas, or even business loans for those that want to move out there, cutting red tape, there would be less of this surely? 
 
i suggest that there be some state intervention to stop this. it is not so rife in the usa, so i don't really think you guys know what it is like to 
drive past shanty towns. think of india and rio though - aren't they terrible? 
 
The thing is, everyone there is living, somehow, someway. this spreads drugs, so, if you want to win the war on drugs in mexico too, then this 
would help. it is amazing how when someone leaves their homes the rural areas and moves to somewhere that is urbanised, they like to move 



there into terrible conditions, but when you suggest they move back, they will refuse! 
 
so, maybe making a new banking rule where they sure up ventures in the rural areas, they could basically be guaranteed sales and profits, and 
will make money, because there is no competition. if you keep everything small scale too, there will be lots of jobs for everyone, buying each 
other's goods. 
 
this would work wonders in the thrid world, and reduce poverty globally. 
 

1. if there are jobs, all is good and well, but, how many jobs do you find in the city of a third world nation? there is increased demand 
without increased jobs, meaning, that this demand cannot be met. 
 
they might have nothing, but they are not starving. all rural areas are developed in the sense they can feed people without using money. it is 
like life away from life. 

Quote by: http://www.faculty.fairfield.edu/faculty/hodgson/Courses/so11/population/urbanization.htm  

Third World urbanization will be a beneficial social trend only if enough good jobs can be found for the rapidly growing population of Third 
World cities.  

this means there is increased demand, while the demands cannot be met in the city, as there are too few jobs. 
 
They have a way of life there in the rural areas that supports them, somehow, someway. I would rather be eating less each year than out of 
bins. by the way i have been to the homelands and i can safely say things are great there, well, in south africa at least. everyone was smiling, 
everyone looked fed, there were few jobs though, but there was a mall, a small one, and then there was a lot of sharing between the people. 
the houses there are little huts, cement and thatch. much better than living in the big city... 
 

Artificial intelligence 
 
So, do you think they will mimic the exchange of chemicals through nano tech? if they were to add chemicals to this 'brain', they could create a 
mix between a brain and liquid computer or whatever you call it? 
 
If the computer has one purpose, and we can make it have a photogrphic memory, then we could call up things to look at or reference all the 
time. if the computer was to be gauged between our brains and a computer, we would need to find the differences. i suppose the differences 
would be between the chemicals carrying information or not, and, how to get it to carry information. if it were to work on a circuit, it would 
require huge amounts of 'technical modelling', or getting it to go to the right places. of course, if the whole brain were submerged in water, 
they could use a ignore or proceed function for the relaying of information, making it transmit the data everywhere - as it is in water - but then 
only accept it in the right places. 
 
of course, if they were to submerge the brain in water, they could just watch as the data in moved instantly from one place to another. making 
this data go everywhere, they would be able to enclose the circuit and then watch as it sends everything everywhere. this will be like recurring 
data going to the same place, and then the message will get through on like the third error correct, as with all those signals coming in, it would 
be able to see the 'average' of the information. This could lead to a self sufficient computer, one that is capabale of stacking commands to 
follow up on with, or, with the second command coming in before the third command comes in again. basically, it will 'simmer' with all the 
information, and then never crash. 
 
Of course, if we were to use a organic brain, then it could do this better than a metal one i guess. the transistors in the water would become 
'always on', as they will relay the information all the time. 
 
If the brain was to be the cpu, we could make it very small. this would save space on the desktop or get it into a handheld. 
 
If you were to observe the robot, it has no idea of what is good or bad. i think the crux of this comes down to that. if robots could decide for 
themselves what is good or bad, they would be nearly human! 
 
With a human being, they find what is good or bad based on taste, feel, sounds and other stimulis from the thing. this means that a baby is 
learning what is good or bad themselves, using nerves. it is impossible to have a fully intergrated robot without nerves or some way of taking 
the outside world in. 
 
So, they have cameras for eyes, earphones for ears, and need a to gauge balance, so, i suggest a few chemicals that need to be in sync or 
'level' to indicate that the robot is 'balanced.' Then it needs memory, and lots of it! if the robot were to gauge something as good, it needs to 
remember it. 
 
Now, if you were to have a robot that feels the world around it, it needs to have a brain too, to reflect on what it sees and hears. if it is given 
speach components, it needs to have words programmed into it so as to relate back to us, unless we can 'read' it in some other way. If it were 
to be that we give the robots commands like destruction is bad, and construction is good, that would be a good start. 
 
If the robot were to see things that harm it, it needs nerves. this is the basis of human learning if you ask me. the nerves should be placed on 
the 'fingers', and then it can feel it's destruction, or, help it gets from these things. so, how would we tell it a vacuum cleaner is good? it would 
identify that it is 'electronic' or something, and that it halps clean. this could come through it deciding that dirt is bad because it gets in the way 
of itself 'while it is crawling around', and then the vacuum cleaner is good, as it removes these things. 
 
Okay, well, i contend that everything that comes from inside also comes from nerves telling you that you are hungry or whatever. Well, it might 
not be obvious to you, but it is simple, no? it either comes from outside through senses, or it comes from inside through senses... 
 
well, a drive like hunger comes down to your body knowing that it needs fuel. does your body get hungry because it is empty, or just because 
of no reason at all? or, does your body get hungry because the nerves are telling it it is empty? let's look at when your stomach starts to work 
each day at a certain time if you are on a schedule? in this instance your muscles have remembered the amount of time and start to work. this 
is like a habit. i have no idea how that works with ai or 'basic human development', but, i am sure that your become hungry when your stomach 
feels it is empty. 
 
Well, you say that we need drives. drives get us to do things, yes? i totally agree, but, i would say that drives come from senses, and you might 
disagree. so, i contest that to have a drive, first you need to sense that the drive is hungry, then you find a way to satisfy the drive, yes? 
 
if there were no sense telling you that you are hungry, you would not be aware of it and may starve. how do we simulate a drive though? a 
drive should come down to senses too, as then you are feeding your sense that leads to the drive. what is a drive? i would say it is a 



combination of senses, you might say it is something else. well, bar hocus pocus, what could it be? if you need sleep, your body registers it is 
tired - the muscles get stressed - and then you look for a way to rest. how do you know you want to rest though, well, you find that a natural 
nullification of the muscles senses telling you you are tired. babies cry when they are tired, then they sleep. this drive has a natural remedy, but 
what about hunger? 
 
if you are hungry, it is because your stomach needs fuel. knowing it needs fuel, like on a read out like a machine would have, or, our sense of 
smell or taste, is a natural remedy, as, it registers on our cpu and then we find ways to get goos smells and tastes into our body, then a habit 
forms. 
 
Well, I still think the robot can go without 'drives.' It can have drives built in otherwise. hunger and sleep are easy to simulate, but maybe a 
drive like... maybe one you could tell me about... would be harder? 
 
So, the robot uses senses to 'evolve.' That is all that children are born with, if science is to be understood correctly, as, the baby only comes out 
with senses and instincts. we need to find a way, to get a robot, to look for something to eat as it leaves the assembly line. this can be done by 
trial and error, as a baby does, with sticking things in it's mouth. it can be wide awake, then get told to sleep by the ever influencing force of a 
'forced shut down.' 
 
Once it has discovered what to eat, it will learn that it needs to eat more, and then will be out to look for food. this will be like looking around 
on it's legs or wheels or whatever for more of the stuff it classes food. it will learn that when the shiny headed person is assisted in their tasks, 
it gets more food - like a dog? 
 
That is all intelligence is. 
 

Engineering 
 
Okay, so converting motion to pressure results in losses. i get that, for now! look the egyptians built the pyramids, so i want to make a cheaper 
engine! 
 
If the pressure was to be piled on by a mechanism, the mechanism could be electrical or something, and then add pressure to the pistons in 
form of stress and then turn the wheels when they push the pedal. the pressure could be accentuated by pushing down on the gas pedal, and 
then the forward motion could come from a front wheel drive. 
 
but, as you say, converting motion to pressure results in losses of energy. if you were to observe the many points where the pressure is added 
to by the 'joint', then you will see the pressure actually going up through the relay of each mechanism - maybe twenty of these or so - then you 
will se the pressure be piled onto the 'stress' engine, and then it will go? 
 
Yes, i can see how that is true for a computer or electrical device, but i am talking about taking electricity out of the equation. the way the 
pyramids were leveraged by adding points to relieve stress on, the mechanism would work easier. with that principle, you get a car to move... 
 

Direct to brain learning. 
 

1. If we want to make all our memories phtographic, the ones we need to remember, thne we need to activate the phtographic 
memory we have inside us. this must be a defect, as there are far fewer people with phtographic memory than those with it. 
 
To activate our photographic memories then, we need to find a way to activate this defect. i have heard that adding a chromosome to a 
person's dna will make them retarded, so, that is out of the question. so, we need to activate the person's memory by adding two 
chromosomes, so that they will pair off, as i suspect the unpaired chromosome inhibits others by relaying to them looking for the lost 'partner.' 
But that is a rough idea. 
 
So, we need to look at the brains of those with photographic memory, and make them similar. never having studied brain surgery or anything, i 
suppose that it lies in the dna of the person. this i believe as the nervous system remembers the information, not the brain. the nervous system 
is electrically charged, and that is why we forget things, unless they 'bleed off the circuit.' Then there needs to be more insulation of the person 
- maybe this could be done by using the blood of the person? if we were to try to insulate the information inside the nervous system of the 
person, then we would need to inject glial cells. 

Quote by: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nervous_system  

Glial cells (named from the Greek for "glue") are non-neuronal cells that provide support and nutrition, maintain homeostasis, form myelin, and 
participate in signal transmission in the nervous system.[9] In the human brain, it is estimated that the total number of glia roughly equals the 
number of neurons, although the proportions vary in different brain areas.[10] Among the most important functions of glial cells are to support 
neurons and hold them in place; to supply nutrients to neurons; to insulate neurons electrically; to destroy pathogens and remove dead 
neurons; and to provide guidance cues directing the axons of neurons to their targets.[9] A very important type of glial cell (oligodendrocytes in 
the central nervous system, and Schwann cells in the peripheral nervous system) generates layers of a fatty substance called myelin that wraps 
around axons and provides electrical insulation which allows them to transmit action potentials much more rapidly and efficiently. 

these insulate neurons, so might be what i am looking for. 
 

M theory. 
 
My theory of everything is that all matter is energy in the form of mass. this is because the energy is inside the mass, and energy itself is mass. 
i find it hard to see the higgs without mass, as then it would not be matter, yes? 
 
Now, if energy, as i claim, is mass, is all matter potential, kinetic or whatever energy? without reactions you cannot have further reactions, and 
something must exist to react, and all things that react exist, but, do all things that exist have mass? 
 
If they do, then you may as well throw out the complicated stuff you study and embrace my 'theory.' if not, well, please tell me where i am 
wrong... 
 
Well, we could see how long the quickest reactions take to take place - be it nano seconds or nearly instantaneously, as with igniting a rag or 
something - and then call that like the base reaction time. then we could measure all the other 'reactions' in the world and see how much longer 
they take, and define that into more units of near instant reactions, yes? 
 
we could measure the 'time' with a stop watch, or, photographic thing with a time on it. this will replace time in terms of science? 
 



a clock? well, a clock is based on mechanisms that rotate. the clock is wound up i think, or weights are used. 
 
a day would be the circling of the sun to the same point it was at yesterday. the only thing is, well, there is, depending how low you go into 
milimeters, a difference between where it was yesterday and today, no matter where it was or will be, it will be different on a 'quark scale' at 
least. So i think it is better to start with the clock... 
 
the clock is more accurate, or, are we talking about a watch? i was talking about a grand father clock - how foolish of me! 
 
if the clock was to keep time, then it circles and finds its way back to the precise moment it should be at the next day. we know it is the precise 
moment because it is set to find those precise moments again. to a point. the clock measures the time of the day, and the day needs to be 
measured to find optimal times to be at work and sleeping, for example. 
 
i think i get it now, a day is a revolution around the sun. this reaction is the gravitational pull of the sun of our planet towards it, but the actual 
outcome is a circle around the sun... 
 

Stopping crimes against humanity. 
 

I suggest we appeal to the people through media. we should show someone beating a child and woman, and ask them if they are a hero? it is 
good in the eyes of the near east culture to be a father to your dependants. then we should ask if mohammed ever beat his dependants. there 
are many testaments to that he did and did not, so let's say he did? 
 
If you were beaten, a man, by another man, would that be right? No? Well how is a child or wife different from a man? they are physically 
different, and animals love women more than men, but what is the real difference? 
 
Not finding any difference we should refrain from beating our dependants - it is like bullying. This is how i would place it in the media for the 
men to read, and hope that it doesn't spark outrage. 
 

Being special. 
 

I fidn it hard to believe that everybodies young ones are special. i mean, we always say they are, but how many of them really are special? 
what does it mean to be special? is it to stand out, and, if so, how can everybody stand out from the crowd? 
 
I am writing this because people on face book always say that their friends young ones are special. i believe the only reason people say their 
cjildren are special is because their kids look up to them, admire them and emulate them. so, being special must mean to be be an aspirant? 
 
How do we decide if something or someone is special? 
 
Yes, that is what i mean. parents only look to their children as being special, because they make the parents feel special. Well, that is just an 
educated guess. Maybe it is because they are cute like a puppy or kitten for a while, then they tell them that after they are cute and can 
understand them? 
 
What about those people that say, my friend x is the best at eating hamburgers? or something like that, i hope you know what i mean... when 
they say, nobody rolls better joints than x? 
 

North korea, 24th february 2013 
 
It seems that north koreas new leader wants to emulate his father, maybe even one up him. he was a war like person, and now his son wants 
to make sure that his country is safe. the americans are there because the north is trying to build nuclear weapons, and they fear that america 
and the south could be targets. the right way to deal with this is to have talks with the north, the south, china and america all in dock, as north 
korea gets all of it's trade with china nearly, and china is not an active country in terms of war. now sure inside it's borders china acts a bit 
crazy at the people, but china will not let that get in the way of foreign policy, so they will make sure that the north is decentralized around this 
'war' in the long run. 
 
With that in mind, the americans need not send ships to the coastal waters, as that is like antagonising the north. they have always wanted to 
be left alone, and, bearing that in mind, will not start a war as that would bring invasions all over the world. do they have the capacity to 
occupy america? do they have the capacity to occupy the south? of course not, they can barely afford their own armies. 
 
Now, the north has nothing to build nuclear weapons for, as, they have no enemies wishing them harm. when was the last time the south 
encrouched on their territories? they were just walking past. when was the last time that the south tried to get nukes? what they would do if 
they wanted to bomb the hell out of someone they don't like would be to buy nukes from china. china could use the business, as, they have 
enemies around there. 
 
i think the shadows of world war two are still clogging the world today. we should all look around and see what there is to see. is germany still 
evil and mad? is africa still the picking grounds of nazis? is japan still a secular nation? what happened to them? they opened their arms to the 
world, and, i am sure north korea can too. if they want that is. otherwise they can be left alone. if they really want to buy plans to make nukes, 
they could do that in moments, yes? there must be some deviant working inside the military, and, i am sure, getting a chinese hacking squad to 
grab the plans would be easy. that said, they probably don't want nukes, but feel they must have them because everyone is looking at them the 
wrong way. they want to be left alone, what is to be made of that? it is uncommon in today's age though, and, that draws even more attention. 
 
Do they really want to bomb the south? i am sure they just want to have a sort of electric fence. hell, they could buy the new rockets from 
russia that do as much damage and are much cheaper, but they have not. it seems the north koreans are into 'brand power,' yes? I don't think 
this has fully been thought through by any of the four parties i mentioned, and am sure a good talk would clear things up. 
 
the latest now is that north korea wants to cancel it's cease fire with the south and go on the offensive. what will this do? well, there can only 
be two outcomes, namely that north korea causes so much harm that the allies give them what they want, or that north korea is annihilated 
and becomes a new iraq. 
 
now, if the north koreans were to use the right tactics, they could cause this menationed harm. they must release loose border raiders with 
rockets and bomb the south into subserviancy, and then not claim responsibility for rogue soldiers. of course, this will cause a lot of death, now 
i don't think that is what they want - to cause death, yes? 
 
alternatively, they could demand the waters they desire. what happens in these waters? fishing? naval exercises? well, let's say they got the 
waters they desire, they would go around sailing in them and fishing, and selling the fish to south koreans at bottom low prices. sounds good? a 
few admirals surfing around and some cheap fish? 
 
If the 'allies' were to attack north korea, what would happen? they could be responisible for a lot of terror, as the hardcore north koreans reject 
the white devil, and then they would see it cost them billions. doesn't look as good yes? 
 



now, i say give them the bloody land and waters they want. they build a house there, sell it to south koreans for cheap, sell them cheap fish, 
etc. if they don't get their way, they might attack the south, claim no responsibility for it, and upset a whole culture of loyal people. 
 
actually, i am all for lifting the sanctions on north korea. the cheap stuff you could buy from them, stuff they have in abundance, whatever that 
might be, would be great. then as soon as they have a bomb, your spies find out about it, then you get your drones to shoot it down. 
 

Cleaning up radiation, take two! 
 

Okay, well, i was thinking more of a 'repairing' of radiation, so that it stabalises. if the radiation was paired up again with the things that keep it 
stable, it could neutralise the harmful effects of radiation? this would make it safe, yes? 
 

Struggle 
 

I am busy trying to affirm digital witch craft as a modern day norm, if it works. but for it to work, we need to prove that everything is alive. 
what makes a rock dead then? is it dead? can we make faces out of them, or, even imagine the 'etchings' to mean more than they do? it is a 
old druids trick to find messages in stones, isn't it? does this mean that stones are also life, or some sort? if that is true, then probably 
everything is alive! 
 
but, back to the issue at hand, being, is paraboila or whatever real? why do we find consistent messages in dead things, things that shouldn't 
have messages for us? 
 

The fourth dimension… 
 
 
if we were to enter this new dimension, we should carry the dimension creating things with us into the next dimension, then open a new 
dimension, or would that not work? how far can we go? 
 
maybe if we carried in the materials to make that dimension like ours presently, we could create a wormhole? this could be a way to 'teleport' 
from one space to the next? This could save us a lot with travel packages, bringing down the need for 'automation' and other methods of 
transport. 
 
If it is possible to open the fourth dimension, then we must be able to teleport from one place to another through it. if we were to open a fourth 
dimensional portal across the atlantic, then enter it, then close it at the opposite point we want to be at, then it should snap closed with us on 
the other side, as it is a 'fourth dimensional portal' i hope to accomplish. 
 
To get it to do this, i was thinking of making it like a eleastic band that catapults us to the next point. of course it could still be a long walk or 
distance to travel, but, if we were to open it with a powerful laser, then enter it, then there should be a way to leave it. of course, if we were to 
walk into it, then we should come out the other side, yes? 
 
... getting the wormhole to the other side though, there could be a problem. as you can see from my image in post one, it is hard to predict 
where a wormhole exits, or goes. this means we need a laser that will go across the whole ocean or whatever and then arrive by the 
destination. So, we need a powefrul laser... 
 
Alternatively, we could try to create three dimensional worlds within the fourth dimension, so we may travel, i guess. if it were that we made a 
laser across the atlantic, and then had no way to move towards the other side, then there would be a problem. does anyone know what 
happens when you place an object inside my fourth dimensional portal and put it off? 
 
okay, so, we have our fourth dimensional entrance, and then we need to get from one side to the other. If we were to put inside the laser, a 
three dimensional 'area' with force behind it, it would push things to the other side. imagine a fourth dimensional laser, then placing some form 
of force inside the laser that would crush the contents, but, then having the laser 'exit' on the other side split in half with a mirror, would the 
contents be shot out the other side? 
 
it would, if you don't understand, be a solid beam from the laser, reflected off a mirror at each side, meeting due to the mirrors, at an angle 
leading to the laser, so that the contents will not be crushed. picture a skateboard ramp - the big u shaped ones. Where the gradient comes 
through the laser will be able to ingest and expel the contents with a lot of force behind it. 
 

Fitting in and success. 
 

How many of us on the forum were popular in high school? seriously? i bet most of us were not. how many presidents were popular in school? 
how many doctors were popular in school? it seems like all the successful people did not fit in in their youth, yes? i am not saying i am the first 
person to notice this, but maybe i am the first to bring it up for debate? 
 
How much pain does one go through when they are young and they find it hard to fit in? of course when you are cast out of the popular circles, 
sometimes you avoid other nerds because they seem to remind you of your own nerdiness. is this healthy? is it healthy to see people driven to 
suicide because they are fat or zit faced? it is natural though, but, it is not natural for those that are 'rejected' to go on to a successful life, is it? 
 
Of course there are cases of nerds not making it and cool dudes making it, but on the whole, unless old money is involved, there is no room in 
the highest echelons of humanity for cool dudes, is there? 
 
The best thing we can do is for 'nerds' to embrace other nerds and find happiness. if you want to help someone that is going through emotional 
pain, the best thing you can do is to give them your time, yes? of course sometimes the 'cool dudes' will feel like talking to nerds, but refrain 
from doing so because it might cast them out too, so, how do we bridge the gap, to give everyone an equal chance at success, and, an equal 
chance at acceptance? 
 
There are plenty of people in school that do not fit in! they hang around with others that do not fit in, as they all want to be with the same 
people. This is because there is something about those people that excites them in some way, makes them want to be seen with them. That is 
why some do not fit in, and others do. 
 
Typically if someone doesn't fit in they find themselves with books to read - studies. this leads to success, so, which way do you want it? 
running around with a ball after school, or going to a nice job one day? 
 
If you look at our political leaders... of all continents and descents... they are all nerds! this is because they are the people that reap the 
rewards in the future, as, they have skills that they have honed out of interest in these subjects, as, they did not fit in. If they did fit in they 
would be out galavanting with others that also fit in. 
 
in my country we have a perculiar trend. we have all the people that are white and under a certain age jobless. they just bum off their parents, 
knowing that it is impossible to get a job in this country unless your skin is black or you know somebody. They are also typically the people that 
fitted in once, as the ones that studied hard fly away to jobs overseas. 



 
If you do fit in, what are your priorities? is it happiness now? I don't think anybody will pass up on that, as the opposite thing is solitude, which 
is unhappy. 
 
You said in the other thread that you suffer from depression? Someone said 'maybe you are bad company for yourself,' or something... and I 
said that is pessimism. you denied being pessimistic and now you can say, as you are a programmer which means you studied something, did 
you fit in at school? I bet you didn't! It is only stupidity to study when you could be out with your friends. and when I say fit in I mean being 
popular, not saying you definitely were not popular, but where would you have had time to study and get interests other than socialising? 
 
Same with me! I became very unpopular when I wanted to experiment with sex with men, and then I was cast aside to the recesses of my 
study where I learned little bits about the world. but, socialising is far more appealing, don't you agree? 
 
So, people that 'fit in' at school fit out after school, and leaders and others of stature did not fit in, yes? 
 

Inequality in America. 
 
Maybe the more money you got lying around all over the place means that you have a lot of people putting together a nest egg. the way to 
overcome this is to get all the money from the upper uppers into the one and only hand that will have one nest egg. everybody wants to have a 
billion lying around, so, with a thousand billionaires in the states and then that comes to a trillion dollars. if it all goes to one person, you only 
have savings of a thousand times less than that. maybe the best thing to do is to get the rich together to play cards and gamble their fortunes 
into one pot. this person will first deal with the fear of being penniless, and, then they will invest their money in something. 
 
Or, one of the other ways to deal with this is to get the banks to invest, or create incentives for them. all the money in the world basically 
resides in the bank, so, investment should come from there. of course getting the banks to invest is a problem, as they can usually invest in 
only blue chip stock. the problem with investing in blue chip stock is that it never changes value, so you got a long line of people waiting to buy 
shares in these companies, and the money then stagnates. if you were to invest in middle risk business, they become blue chip, and then it 
stagnates again. the best way to get through this is to buy up small businesses that start up. these can only go one way, or, get liquidated back 
to their asset value. of course then, investing in companies that have failed is the best option, as the assets are worth more than the business, 
this means it either works and you have made a good investment, or, you shred the business and then you come away with more money. 
 
or, of course, you could adjust the minimum wage so that poor get double what they are getting. this skims money off the top of the business 
away from mr getting a huge fifteenth cheque. That is all. they will fight this as they cannot go without the nest egg i spoke of earlier. living in 
a world where there is armgeddon for what is left of the money means the nest egg will be in danger anyways. 
 

Police license 
 
police need freedom to maneouver their actions. if the freedom is removed from the police, then the whole system will fal apart. criminals know 
their rights, and use this information to plan crimes. it is up to police to get the job done. 
 
if you are a baker, and you get told that all your yummy ingredients make children fat, what do you do? will you listen to the law, or will you 
bend it slightly? IN bending it you need to have a thorough understanding of what the law is, like the inspectors. those kids want those yummy 
things! So, i guess you would use things that are natural or something, also yummy, but will need to change your product. in changing your 
product, the whole customer base yells foul, but it is you who needs to feed, and not break the law, while still making a living. 
 
so, if the police were to be faced with a slimy person that knows their rights, they need to make things work still. you cannot remove the rights, 
but you can still keep the law - the stuff the people need - by improvising. if you are not allowed to kick someone off their chair, you might lean 
into them until they fall. if you were not allowed to misquote the criminal, you might irritate them into saying the things you want to hear, 
seeing as how it is in your house, you got the feeling of home while they got the ice cold one way mirror and their lawyer and you. 
 
police need to be protected. if they were to be rendered impotent, then the world would collapse. It is like doing a practical at university - that 
is where you learn your real skills. things look so east in the court house, but these laws should be made by police for police - not unlike a 
miner working in the butchery! 
 

Taxes. 
 

higher taxes just makes the money come back slower. the money that is spent by the state works it's way through the country quicker the 
lower taxes are. if you were to have a hundred dollars, and you spent it with a tax rate of ten percent, it would need to make dozens of stops 
before all of it came back the state. if the tax rate wa fifty percent, then much less stops before it came back to the state. 
 
this means that money is changing hands faster with lower taxes as people can afford more? well it stands to reason, but maybe you could 
show me why not? i believe the faster money gets in and goes out in the shorter time makes for a better economic standpoint, so maybe some 
reasearch is involved? as it is your thread, and nobody likes my sources, i will let you do the work, as it is your thread, so you have the burden 
of proof, yes? 
 
now, i have another theory. if your economy has money toatalling 100 dollars, and people save the money in the bank, will it mean that the 
money in the country is growing? what if they were to invest in foreign enterprise? if that happened, then they would need to make sure that 
while that business is growing it is doing business with the rest of your country, or money is leaving your country. if all the money leaves your 
country then you will get poorer and need more loans. then shares will be sold quickly, and then the economic mess will get worse. 
 
now, if you were to tax people that sell shares then it would stifle the falling motion. not the purchase, the sale. if you do that, investors will 
think before they sell, and then they will create a bearish economy forever. 
 

Sharia law in Sudan. 
 
In sudan, there is now sharia law from the state being set upon the people. included in this law, there is the law of cutting off people's limbs 
when they defy the law. this is very serious if you ask me, but let's look at the facts? 
 
If you cut off someone's arm for stealing, you will only probably cut off a few arms before the people get the message. the thing is, how much 
worse is this than dying? if you said to me, three people will die, and then there will be no more crime, i would say that would be great, where 
do i sign up? Of course the thing is they are not dying, but they could apply for themselves to be killed i would assume. 
 
Now, how much money does it cost the state of sudan each year in terms of theft and rape or whatever? this would complicate matters much! 
How much is a life worth? if there are people dying in a war in somalia, all for very little, you might say there is very little worth in life. if there is 
a tourist stranded above a flood on a hill, you might see helicopters despatched for their safety! then you could say that life is very precious. 
then you could talk about the people starving in the ghettos and once again say that life is cheap. How much is a life worth? If that person was 
cut into pieces and still lived, that could sometimes be said to be a success! in this case it saves the people a lot of grief, and probably saves a 
lot of lives too. 
 



They already know the old testament, but what is it in the gospels that will 'open their eyes?' if you mean they will need to follow the teachings 
of christ, there is nothing saying anything about chopping off of limbs. of course they do say a lot about loving your neighbour. i would presume 
that teaching the gospels in sudan would make them go soft if they follow them, and then they will fall prey to the problems of the west. 
 
Okay, this is what the near east doesn't see any differently. believe it or not, these monotheistic savages also believe in forgiveness. it is part of 
a culture, not just some magic words appearing in blood on walls late night. if you go to sudan or any other muslim state, they will have 
something called correctional facilities where people do their time and then get let loose on the ones that forgave them. Then there is the fact 
that sometimes they dismember people, and i ask what is life worth, then say they are still alive, so how much more is that worth? 
 
Now, let's see pros and cons of the world? in sudan and other moslem countries where there is sharia law, there is hardly any crime and 
corruption, meaning people get thier fair share. if they were to grab some of the western bankers and politicians, they will find food coming off 
the tables of the people and into the yachts of the leaders. Then there is the 'vibe' of the west - oh god, i canot go on, i am so unhappy. that 
sums up the ethos of the western world, except at weddings and when they inherit money. in the east they like to make do with what they 
have got. this means that it is a happier life, even if they will not speak to the other for so long. 
 
Now, the new testament says to forgive. wow this is news! i am sure that any person over thirty in the near east is not saying that there should 
be some patience and stuff when people do others wrong. i mean, in africa, your worst area, there is so much happiness and forgiveness, 
whether god says it is a good idea or not. of course this is like preaching to a convent. there are far more unhappy people in the west that do 
not do as the gospels say, and claim to be christian. 
 
even if all the people followed the gospels, or koran, what would change? less crime? more society oriented things? i am sure there would be 
changes in the west, in the heartland of chirstianity, and no real changes in the near east and north africa. 
 
their civil system is sharia. if you were to look at the facts, there is nothing in the gospels that isn't hinged on common sense, is there? If you 
were to take a westerner out of america and stick them in the near east, without military clothing, they will be helped. can you say that about 
the society in the west? they give the finger to their own people more often. 
 
http://data.worldbank.org/topic/poverty 
 
as you can see by the map showed in my link, there is more poverty in eastern europe than int he near east. This means the spirit of charity 
between the two worlds is greater than someone might think. Of course there is plenty about forgiveness in the gospels, but jesus led by 
example, and that example is not followed there. 
 
they "deserve less freedom" because the more freedom you have, the more time you spend doing things ont he fringe. if the level is set high, 
then doing things on the fringe is set high in a civil society. You confuse freedom with rhetoric, as what good is freedom? it lets you... what? 
like be able to march? like be able to dress as you please? what good is that if you are not free to live in a loving society full of high morals? 
 

Pseudo alien wifi interface. 
 
This may sound strange to you at first, hell maybe forever, but this is what i have learned, or, some would say, believe... 
 
Okay, i believe that aliens have a way to connect your mind to electronics. This has been applied on earth to some degree, but with the aliens 
the interface is with a 'computer personality.' This personality is a mixture of magic and electronics. don't ask me how i know this, let's say they 
abducted me, okay? 
 
Now, to give a computer a mind that we can communicate with 'telepathically,' we need to have a sensory system, that detects incoming 
mental notions sent to it, and sends out responses. this would be like a two way wifi, or radio signal. In my "magic explained" thread, i 
supposed a notion where we send messages to sylphs through our cell phones, by making the last numbers of the to call spelling out the word 
sylphs. If that works, we have our sending completed. 
 
Now, to return messages to us, we need to have a random letter generator set up to intercept the incoming message, which will be set up to 
randomly send us 'letters' that we can decipher. this is the first step to having a cool new computer! 
 
So, we need to set the computer up to intercept, react to, then send out these messages to us. Does anybody have anything else to offer yet? 
 
well, it comes down to a belief in determinism. if it was meant to be like that, it is like that. determinism makes sure that it will be what it is 
supposed to be. when sangomas throw bones, it is all greek, until the language is deciphered to them by others that have learned the 
language. this means that everything is language, so to speak, all you got to do, is before hand, state how it works. that is how tarot works. 
 
You will be reading, unless direct from the faeries, reactive syllabells from the 'universe.' This will be in syllabel form, so, read it slowly to make 
out the words.  
 
Basically, the more universal a term is in the given language you speak, it will be more relevant to the questions you asked. 
 
Now, what language is your cell phone speaking? If it is speaking english, or french, it could get very confusing. there is no guarantee from me 
that it will speak enligh or french though... maybe swahili? The best thing to do is conglomorate and find the most likely language it is speaking. 
this will be unfair to most people, as no language is spoken by most people. 
 
But, it will most likely answer in the language the question was asked. have you heard of baby letters, english pronounciation? 
 
If you get an hjsghj, it would come out as aych [h] jay [j] es [s] gee [g] eych [h] jay [j]. Does that make sense to you? if it does, then that is 
supposed to be what you are reading, direct from determinism's mouth! 
 
All the receptors out there are 'drones.' the more you speak to any receptor, and get messages back, the more you will get to know the thing you are sending 
messages to. It will evolve as a person or conscious or whatever you want to call it, and then it will be able to answer questions for you, unless it cannot. this 
could even, right now, be your computer! 
 
If you were to just send messages to the sylphs, they will reply as long as you can recieve random letters on a cell phone screen. These might be hard to 
understand, but i am sure english majors or publishers would be good at this... 
 

If you set the whole computer to go random, it will then be able to act. setting up a computer to just do random things, and say random things, 
will result in a good working psi drone. the thing is, it must ask questions that it can 'log,' and learn from. if you set it up to randomly take key 
words you use, and identify which words are used the most, it will start to come to our 'culture.' 



 
After all, how does a baby learn? it learns that some objects are given names first, then it learns the meanings of other words, all linked to the 
physical world. So, the computer must have a camera! This will be where the computer is shown things, and programmed to log them. Then it 
will learn like a baby. the things is, with random input from itself, it will clear away as output is rejected, just like a human being. 
 
So, combining a random generator with the learning experience, or, even a programmed generator laced with random questions - questions the 
computer doesn't even know the meaning of, will result in, eventually, a good psi drone thing. 

Human rights and the constitution. 
 
I find the constitution is covered by the human rights laws of the united nations. There they have clear simple rules to run a country, and 
anyone that breaks these rules could be penalised. 
 
But, how do we settle the constitution for the near eastern cultures, north Africa, north America, Europe and Asia and south America? They all 
seem to want different things! If the rules of the united nations are to be followed, and these rules allow for basic human rights in any place, 
then they should be enforced. The problem is that there is no incentive to enforce one set of rules and uphold them, so it doesn't get done. 
 
I was reading around the internet tonight, and I found an article saying Dubai is the centre of the world once more. it is centred between India 
and china and Europe, north Africa, and the middle east too. This is where the world 'ticks' from. If we could get this place to follow the rules, 
maybe the rest would follow? 
 
One thing that is trivial and should be removed from the 'rights' is freedom of speech. if some lunatic burns a Koran in America, they hold all of 
America responsible. what if some parent goes to a school meeting and causes a big up roar? worse still, why should people be allowed to talk 
as they please with their kids, within reason. Some would say that the parents would tell them that god is evil, and, be raised as pagans in a 
Christian world. this could lead to problems at school where the parents do not see the kids getting into fights over what they hear at home... 
The world is a very different place from where you stand. Still there are basic human rights that should be allowed to all peoples, and the rest 
should be forgotten about. 
 
Now, what is a right, and what is a luxury? 
 
If you look to the west, a lot of their constitution is a luxury of being a member of that country. should other places have these luxuries? how 
can we expect people to work on making clothes in the east instead of going to school - isn't that a right? I am not speaking of change for the 
sake of feeling good, but I am speaking of change because changes should be made to make all men equal, yes? 
 
Now, if you were to list all the human rights, supposedly enforced by the united nations, where nearly every country has a seat, it should be 
taken seriously. it feels good to say - hey, don't hit that child - and do nothing about it shows how apathetic the west really is. 
 
So, I propose a sweeping change of human rights for the world. if the U.N. could enlist the worried parents of the world, they could see the 
world change without using a cent! They could sent emails to schools, for children to debate in the high schools and universities, being covered 
by the media as it is news, about human rights. this would spread quickly in the east and south America, but Africa has so few schools. 
 
So, for Africa, we need to broadcast things through radio. this will be news in the east, so will be covered by radio here in Africa. I know the 
Africans are on good terms with the east, and the west come to think of it - where they sell all their goods - so it will be news in Africa too, as it 
is a new global trend. 
 
If the world was to recognise all men as having rights, that includes woman too. if a man must be recognised as being a person that has a right 
to be happy, then why not women? They both bleed, they both work, they both have a role to play in basic child rearing. in child rearing, it is 
not a law in the west, but usually the women stay home to care for their kids. if this is the way that normal families act, everywhere, then it 
should not really be said. but, if the woman does equal work with the man, sometimes even more so, then she should have an equal say in the 
family. 
 
why do I say that a woman does more work than a man? well, typically a man goes to an office or factory and works. this is either a little bit 
stressful because they walk around the office all day wasting time, or stressful because they have the wrong attitude, or stressful because they 
are lazy. The right attitude is what they need, then they won't be in a bad mood when they get home, and then they won't complain. in 
complaining they make life worse for their wives and kids. women on the other hand work hard all day long - doing real work. a man just 
pushes buttons on a machine all day or sits down and types - a woman has to scrub, mop and other things that require real exertion. the only 
sort of man that does work similar to a woman is the type of job where they do road works all day long, or something. 
 
So, if you do your bit, the rest should pan out. then there will be less stress and a happier family, because happiness starts at home they say. If 
everyone is happy, then there will be more respect between people, yes? With more respect comes more equality, and that starts at the office 
or at home. 
 
Of course when I say that people have the wrong attitude, it is universal! if men at work walk around and personalise their work, or just loaf 
off, they make it hard for the people they are distracting to work too. When someone - and I hate this - were to call a customer or something, 
and get the message that they will be called back... call them back asap! this will scythe through the 'assholeness' of sitting back and waiting for 
someone else to call you, distracting you from your work. 
 
When someone demands to be treated equally, where is the exertion or the harm? There is no harm in treating someone equally and affording 
them respect, and only assholes treat people like dirt. this in turn makes people treat others like dirt and leads, eventually, to inequality. this 
usually comes from seeing others as dirty, I suppose, and the only way to fix this starts with the person that is dirty. If they were to ignore the 
desire to waste money on drinking and things like that, they would have plenty of money over for washing powder and things that will make 
them look clean, and seem to have greater hygiene. It is hard to enforce this though, so maybe an ad campaign in shopping malls, where 
women will spend the money on hygiene related things before the money gets wasted, will see the whole family looking cleaner, and lead to a 
sense of equality with others, at least in the ways that others will treat them. 
 
But, you could also say that bosses are nasty to their employees? that is the case, as they treat them with less respect often. this in turn leads 
to stress, and taking out of the stress leads to inequality, at least in the ways we are talking about now. 
 
So, to get the whole world to be equal we need to get rid of stress, evidently. 
 
Then there is the problem of 'child slavery.' I have often heard that rice is more important than rights, and I agree. the thing is though, these 
children should be free from slavery! This is the problem. 
 
If a child brings home money, the family benefits. if the state would subsidize the family, that would do the same for the family and be better 
for the child. The state can subsidize the family by making more money, so, all they need is money... 
 
If the state were to order the children home, and order the factory to keep paying them while they are at home, they could set them up with a 
scheme where they know they will be working for the company in the future, and the future will pay a reverse pension. this will enrich the 



family, and the children can work on weekends. this is usually only allowed, by humanitarian law, at the age of sixteen, but the factories make 
so much money they could afford it. then they could draft in other workers who need jobs, and, the people in the country side would come to 
the city looking for jobs as they would hear about them. 
 
But, how can we popularise reverse pension? If the world were to pay people to work for them, before they actually work for them, then they 
could be in debt to the company for the work they will need to do. this could subsidize student loans too! this would mean that the children, 
once they come of age, would need to work off the debt they owe to the company. 
 
So, this is going to kill a lot of people in debt! I suggest that the company pays more tax to the state and then the state pays the social security 
to the families. if they were to do this, then all the families would be as well off then as they are now. The problem is, we need money from the 
state. 
 
The state can generate more money by simply giving a little extra to the families. this will generate more money at the tax points of the 
spectrum, and then they will see the money grow quickly. The standard rate of renumeration is fourty percent, but there are renumerations 
within the renumerations that make for a lot more money to be taxed, so the state gets back more than it spends. This means the state can 
actually make more money by giving it away. 
 
I don't know what the children will do with all the free time though. go to school? go to the zoo? play hide and seek with the slavers? 
 
The factories are cheap compared to how much the state makes selling them to prospectors, that, in turn, employ people to work at their 
factories. 
 
The factories are for employment, and, with more people having jobs, there will be more taxes and more social security to support the country, 
more money to be spent by state on private consumption, such as buying desk for schools and the money going to the people that they buy 
from, and stuff like that. 
 
If there are more jobs, there will be more money for everyone, as then there are more consumers, more taxes, and more allowance for 
infrastructure. 
 

Baby boss. 
 
Do you think that having the babies play the boss, like horse riding games and playing with them when they make tea parties, is good for kids? 
if they get told from such a young age that they are the boss, then surely this will be setting them up for a big fall later in life? 
 
I have a nephew, and since I can remember he has been swearing at me and calling me names. that might be because I irritate him, but that is 
because I was always playing the part of baby boss with him. sometimes I don't recognise him as a person that is fifteen, but then again, 
should I have not played that game with him I don't know what I would have done. 
 
Do parents that play the baby boss game harm their relationships with their children or their children directly? 
 

Government subsidies. 
 
It pays for the state to give away money. this money circulates and is taxed, so that more than the initial amount comes back to the state. The 
standard rate for tax is fourteen percent, but how can I prove this without knowing all the tax points? 
 
Well, we got to start somewhere! if the state has points including, middle man tax, sales tax, income tax, retail tax, import tax, export tax and a 
lot of others, the money will all come back. 
 
If you were to look at my country south Africa, you will notice that it has grown it's budget to a trillion rand this year. this means the country is 
richer, and it is richer because there are more people working. if more people working leads to more taxes coming in, then more money going 
out leads to more money coming in, yes? 
 
If the state was to give money to people, just give it away, the money returned would be greater, as it keeps circulating after the initial tax is 
cast. 
 
The money goes through sales tax, for example, in a month, about thirty times. this means that if there is 100 rand in circulation, and it 
changes hands everyday, it gets taxed at every point. this builds up, so you get fourteen percent one day, another fourteen percent the next 
day, and this over twenty days means that you get back 280 percent or something... 
 

Complying with rape. 
 
When someone wants to rape you, the best thing to do is comply. if you don't you might get hurt. What is so bad about sex? if you have the 
right attitude, you might get a gift out of it! 
 
If a man wants to have sex with a woman while robbing their house, you need to comply. the best way to decline is to say you have aids! If 
you were to be in a fight with someone stronger than yourself, they might harm you, or kill you. if you were to 'play along', then you will escape 
unscathed. 
 
I got into a lot of trouble with my suggested rape therapy a while ago on another forum. The way things go with rape therapy, they tell you you 
are special and that you still matter. Women cry for attention - time to be mature about it. what happened? you had sex! that is the crux of it. 
what happens when you get into a typical fight? someone gets hurt! where is the hurt in complying? If you were to give in and have some sex, 
you could have a condom on you and ask them to put it on. this will settle the culture of rapists down, and then they will be more gentle, 
knowing that you will not put up fight. 
 
If you cannot prevent it, cure it. 
 
Well, if you were to call it sexual assault, it would be where you are sexually assaulted, which is similar to being normally assaulted. the only 
difference is you have sex. This act of getting you to have sex is like bullying you into having sex with them. what is so bad about having a 
penis inside of you? If you think about it, it is just sex with a stranger, and, a bit of physical overbearing. 
 
Well, the way I see it, it isn't that bad. if @Jack I was raped by a man, I would concede as best I could - it is the safest thing to do. In the mind 
of the pervert it might just be what keeps them smiling and not hitting? 
@EscVelocity if you were to be bullied by your spouse or whatever, and you were to be pinned down and strangled - all part of bullying - then 
you would say it was as bad as rape. and when it comes to counselling, the best therapy is a party between them and their friends to get it out 
of their systems and make them feel loved and needed in the lives of others, as I guess that is what they need. 
 
If they were to look at it as if they got into a fight with their brother, and he did some dirty fighting by sticking his finger into her vagina to 
cause her pain, how is that different? You don't see people going to town about bullying, do you? 



 
It is a moral absolute that prevents us from accepting rape, but, it is logic I am proposing. I would like you to read all of your responses, and 
look for objectivity in that, as it is all pure emotional rejection with no logic. 
 
 

More entrepreneurs. 
 

To create jobs, we need to look at the needs of the country, or, more specifically, the town, or, even more specifically, the community. 
 
If the entrepreneur had no money, yet a good idea, one that satisfies all of the community through a service that they can supply, then they 
would still need capital. So, where is there a shortage of 'manpower supply?' we have the food to feed the world, yet it goes hungry, so things 
need to change! 
 
If the entrepreneur were to pitch his idea to a bank, they might supply him with the capital, even if they do not have any surety. this could be 
accomplished with a enquiry into the references of the client, or, a written or oral test to see if they know what they are doing. someone that 
worked as a green grocer's check out guy will know how to operate a cash register, know a bit about vegetables, and be able to handle stress. 
great. now hopefully he doesn't want to become a dentist? There are lots of trained skills out there, where people have interests and they can 
make do with a few tools to get the job done. All you should need is the references. 
 
There are tons of skills out there. say a guy is good at training dogs? say he has an affinity with them? how does he pitch himself? well, the 
best reference you can get is a professionals reference, so doing some free work there and getting the reference, without pay, having the 
reference as pay, might set you up for a job later. 
 
I am sure the banks would supply the credit. as a calculated risk, there are needs - maybe customers the person knows directly - or with so 
many business men there will be no chance of them all going down. now, when it comes to failing businesses, the stores can be sold, the tools 
are gone, and the bank will lose money. this would be true, except that with so many people taking out loans most of them should pull it off = 
let's say there is one success and five failures that month? Let's call this 'layman's risks?' 
 
http://www.statisticbrain.com/startu...e-by-industry/ 
 
as we can see, vegetable sales people and child minding are right there at the top. Child minding doesn't even need tools! 
 
Now, one of the six entrepreneurs gets it right. this means nominal costs and sale of premises, but, the catch I forgot to tell you about, is that 
the bank keeps the business if it succeeds and employs the person running it. This means the risk individually is high, but the combined risk of 
all those processes is nominal. 
 
The best way to create jobs is to create needs. we can create needs with arousal in advertising, making people hungry for things. like, if your 
neighbour has a gardener, it might dawn on you to get on. So, wanting to leave all the gardening to teenagers, and get real jobs for people, we 
need to create needs that are not satisfied. 
 
Think about this, if a supermarket brings in way more food than they need, there is still a need, but it is not urgent. If someone were to help 
out at a motor dealer, and then start building cars out of parts, they could make a hefty profit. this would put motor dealers out of business, 
but, the price of the car built will be cheaper, and then those with expertise that got put out of business will be able to use their knowledge to 
build their own cars. everyone wants a sports car, so, put those Toyota dealers out of business is what I say. 
 
So, creating a supply could also make a way for an entrepreneur. if there is a supply at cheaper prices and more value, then the big business 
will go out of business, which is good! Imagine everyone buying food from a person in the community? that would make for way more jobs, as 
we decentralise the jobs away from big business. this starts small, and then there is interest. we can kiss the stock market goodbye if this 
happens though... 
 
“Consciousness is networks” 
 
the way I see it, there is no magical ingredient or separate organs that give you consciousness. it is a state of advanced fear, fear leading to 
questions. I bet if you put a baby human and a dog or cat in a room together with mirrors, for example, they both wouldn't recognise it as 
themselves, but the child will eventually as it is more fearful inherently. this means the cats could also become 'conscious,' if you abused them 
enough, yes? 
 
Okay, after reading your op, I think I disagree with you completely! I am a pagan, and believe in faries. The faries I believe in are drops of 
water and rocks, and all sorts of other things have a influence on our world too. and I can prove this, as it is part of science! 
 
Pareidolia is a term given to this. if you look at certain aspects of the world around you, you will find the world is nearly alive, as, it grips you 
into recognition of life. This is why we have smilies, like this :) 
 
So, if life can be recognised there, or the looks of life, then try this... I see it is day time for you, why don't you go outside and look into the 
shadows of trees. look for where the light shines through the shadow - you might find two eyes and a smile, and it will have a supernatural 
effect on you and you might die! no you won't die, it will just feel supernatural... 
 
I still contend that fear leads to awareness, as it is the beginning of the act of looking around, and becoming aware. with extra awareness, you 
recognise things quicker, as you may remember things as they grip you. 
 

Self defense and weapons. 
 
I hope to see all weapons gone. I also hope that people only do self defense recreationally, as it can be lethal. If everyone was to abstain from 
fighting, then there would be no violence. 
 
Of course, if you were to employ everyone, there would be less cause for violence. or, if you were to send out hypnotic messages over the 
media, telling people they will be hunted by dogs or something if they fight, then there would be less cause for violence. 
 
So, some violence is bad, but matching violence with violence is worse! if the robber takes your stuff, you should be concerned with your life, 
not your stuff. if you put up a fight, you will get one, sometimes. this means, as with the occurrence of violence, there should be less violence if 
people do not fight back. 
 
This brings me back to one of my earlier inventions. if there is no violence, everyone is safe. now, if there is a camera set up to take a picture of 
the crime scene, and then it gets reversed frame by frame with the light source illuminating where things were, you could identify the thief or 
robber or criminal. all you would have to do is follow the light source to where the robber went. 
 
 
 



Men, women and sub cultures. 
 
Well, if you look at cultures, you find micro cultures too. being part of a minority - all of us - we subscribe to those we agree with, or, agree 
with us. If you are a parent, that puts you into a sub culture, and being a man or woman puts you into a much bigger sub culture. 
 
So, if you were to identify with people, it would be to the degree of the smallest sub culture - the sub culture that is the smallest in terms of 
size. this would mean, first you are in your own family or group of friends, and last you are a human being or white person or whatever. 
 
Now, if you were to be part of a sub culture that you identify with, you will continually be trying to identify with them. this means you will be 
acting differently all the time to others except your peers. this means that as the op says men and women are equal it is false, as they both 
belong to a smaller subculture than being human beings. 
 
This also means that men and women are included in this sub culture 'shananigans.' If you were to belong to any group of friends or whatever, 
you will try to be more like them. this includes language used, slang terms, taste both musical and other arts, and a lot of other things. 
 
So, seeing as how very few people are the same, that would include men and women being unequal. 
 

Delta state system. 
 
Okay, if you were to take the state, and then observe the way the state spends money, or makes money, you see the state is also a non profit. 
if you were to check out the state, you would see they collect money from the people and spend them on the people. the only 'profit,' if you 
want to call it that, is where the state pays their people to work for them. 
 
Now, if you were to remove the prospect of pay from the state, the people should run affairs for free! this will attract hard working good people 
that are not corrupt. basically, it will be a part time job, but everyone will share responsibility for it. this means that the state will run on love or 
something like that. 
 
If there was a way to get rid of all the salaries, you will see corruption fall away too. the people ruling now will be people of the past - you could 
call this the sister of anarchy - as everyone will chip in. without pay means that only the people that post around looking for homes for the pets 
will be the ones fixing everything, and, I imagine, the college students too. 
 
What are the advantages of this? what are the disadvantages of this? 
 
Well, we have already heard how money will be saved. if you were to add tot hat the idea that only people that really care will be managing 
your money, then you would be satisfied I hope. but, what about where there is no agreement reached? what about with disputes? What when 
the one person wants money to build a hospital, and the other people want to use it for churches? what then? Well, if you were to allocate each 
person in the country some play money, or, monopoly money, and everyone had a computer - no, that wouldn't work. 
 
So, we need to collect money from the people in bulk amounts. this needs to be readied for the people making decisions, so, maybe an election 
will still be in order? I guess, if you were to take an election, and then make the people responsible for the next year - I am talking now about 
people that work a half day - there will still be the allure of having your name on guest lists and things like that. If there was a way to take all 
the money, and then have a ward councillor for the ward - this being the part timers we spoke of - each ward could have a say in allocation of 
money, meaning, each person gets a say in where the money is spent. This means at any time, the people that work for their money, and get 
taxed on it, can open up an interface with the ward to vote and find out what decisions are being made and then where their hard earned 
money is being spent. 
 
Maybe this will mean the end of mayors, senators, presidents and stuff like that, and I am sure my idea is a sister to anarchism, which just 
doesn't work. 
 
Another theme to this new system is that everyone has a say on anything they want to have a say on. I see people writing into the newspapers 
all the time, and they want to be heard. I always fancied myself as one of those, but my messages never got printed. if this is some high people 
are chasing down repeatedly, maybe it will satisfy everyone that is interested? I mean, they go through all the effort of writing in a letter of 
great detail... 
 
Now, with this new system, picture a delta river mouth. that is what this is about, except that it comes from the delta to the river. as you can 
see, it is down to the people at the bottom holding it together, instead of from the top down. is it worth a try? maybe in a rural village or 
something? 
 
I find that older people have a lot of time on their hands, and would probably love to get involved in the system. Imagine the people scurrying 
around taking interest in schools and municipalities, and then reporting to the ward councillor? The thing with this system is that there is 
complete transparency and flexibility. Everyone makes mistakes, but, with all the double checking, there will be less mistakes. 
 
The incentive to lead a country will not be down to power and leading people to war will become something of the past. if you do not agree, 
look at the united nations - all of them are dedicated to prevent war. 
 
Imagine sending a couple of guys to war? Now imagine sending your kids to war? everyone will be involved, and I see nothing but peace and 
flexibility. 
 

Self heating and cooling architecture. 
 

1. To make a house that will self heat and cool, without making it bigger or smaller, as that sort of house would cost too much for the 
typical person, we need to investigate conductive and non conductive or whatever building materials. 

Quote by: http://www.concretecentre.com/technical_information/performance_and_benefits/thermal_mass.aspx  

Thermal mass is a term that describes the ability of a material to store heat; something many construction materials can do to a greater or 
lesser extent. But, to be useful in the built environment, they must also be able to absorb and release heat at a rate roughly in step with a 
building’s daily heating and cooling cycle. Concrete and masonry products do this well and, being dense materials, can also store a lot of heat. 
Timber absorbs heat too slowly to offer much effective thermal mass, and steel conducts heat too rapidly to be in synch with a building’s natural 
heat flows over the day. 

But, this is not enough! we need it to actually generate heat in the winter and absorb heat in the summer. I know that the colour black absorbs 
heat in the summer, but it will actually make your house hotter than you want, so... 
 



So, building a long spike out of concrete will give the hot air space to go when it needs to rise. this means it will cool the house down. let's see 
if the 'spike' or 'chimney' will insulate air in the winter? 
 
If the spike made out of concrete were to let all the warmth go to the spike and up, we could get it so that it actually funnels the air out 
through ventilation. if you were to leave the ventilation low on the ground, then the cool air will enter the house. this means... 
 
Making a house with a concrete spike that opens and closes, with a simple turn of a lever, and lower ventilation units were to be opened and 
closed due to a lever also, you could have a self cooling and heating house. 
 
Of course, this is only the first step on my voyage of self heating! I hope that you have something to say. 
 

Fighting global warming. 
 
What we need in our fight against global warming is not a prevention, but a cure. To do this we need to deteriorate the gasses in our ozone 
layer, or close to them. 
 
If we were to observe the gasses, they are full of carbons, and carbons are flammable. basically, the way we got into this mess was where we 
used fires to make them, but, I suggest we can use more fire to make the gasses even thinner. 
 
We should be able to do this with some fire in the atmosphere. this could be done by igniting one place, and watching the fire expand. of 
course this could ignite the ozone layer, which would be bad, so we need to be careful, and, that is the main problem with my plan at the 
moment. 
 
If we were to observe the carbons in the atmosphere, we would come, hopefully, to the conclusion that the methane is flammable more than 
the ozone, which means we need a lesser fire that will only work on these carbons. 
 
This means we need to heat up the atmosphere to the point where we ignite the carbons, and watch them spread naturally throughout the 
atmosphere, like a forest fire. 
 
If we were to use a laser to heat the carbons, they may ignite, and then the fire will spread. if the fire spreads, it will devour all the carbons 
until there is no more carbons to devour. 
 
Now, how do we make this fire using a laser? if we were to use static, and rub ions together to form static, we could ignite the carbons so that 
they ignite the carbons. This is my suggested method, does anybody have something more elaborate, or, is there a real problem with my 
method? it is not really a real fire, but it should, through friction of atoms in the area, ignite a fire that spreads quickly. 
 

Spinal injuries. 
 
Recently I dreamed that I could take people that are paralysed and make them walk again! naturally, I created this thread, but, I must confess, 
that I have no medical training and my views are not those of the forum. 
 
Okay, so your spine gets traumatised, as I read, and then you cannot walk. this comes down to a failure of the nervous system to communicate 
with the rest of the body from the brain, as all your processing goes on here. 
 
Now, the best way to rectify this, as those cells are not dead, is to revitalise them. we see this happening on television with people exercising 
slowly to regain communication. 
 
So, all we need to do is exercise properly, or, maybe regain communication more quickly. This could be done by enhancing the conductivity of 
the spine. what conducts better than anything else? water! 
 
So, you need to find a way to get water down your spine. if you were to drink a lot of water, this might help, but then it is merely fuel for your 
body. what you need is water starting in your neck and going down your spine. this means we need to get water into your blood, yes? 
 
Now, to get water into your 'back,' you need it injected. If you inject water into the spine, you will recover fully and nearly immediately. So, we 
need to get water there and keep it there, but, this might be very painful, but you will walk again. 
 
So, how do we get it into the body on the spine? If we were to use something that the body wouldn't devour and treat as fuel, maybe we could 
use some foreign liquids that are conductors? these need to travel up and down the spine, so, maybe grafting a random vein, and making it 
intracellular inside the spine will work? 
 

My own life form! 
 
Okay, first off you need to know your nano-science. this 'electrical machine,' is going to need more than electricity and parts - it needs bio mass 
to reproduce. if it was to be very small, we can already do it. if it was to be done on a small scale, and then made bigger slowly, adding 
particles to the gluons, then they could slowly give it more attributes and functions. no metal or plastics should be used. 
 
In fact, the 'being,' could be a complete living thing. if it were to be given the attributes that will help it breathe and eat, which should be fairly 
easy, then it will be alive until it gets old and dies, like us. 
 
We would need to take a gluon 'strand,' and then add electrons to be excited and move around the neutrons. then, we have activity. then we 
need to 'program' it to be - as it doesn't need a brain, just to live at first - to excite the atoms around it to bond with it. then it will grow! This 
means we have something biological that grows, like an apple, you could say... 
 
But, how do we get it to bond with other atoms? heat is a great 'growth thing,' but we need to make it generate heat from within. this could be 
done by 'programming,' the gluons to absorb sunlight, like a plant. this could be done by phospholipids being added to the gluon. then we need 
to make the energy travel from the gluon, to the other particles, and keep moving like a 'bolt' through the air. 
 
This means that we need to add phospholipids to the gluon, and then make them heat up. this could be done by adding positive ions to the 
gluon, and they will repel each other, making it grow. This will still be very small though. if you were to have them phospholipids growing too, 
then they will just absorb and heat up, but the gluon might break! 
 
To keep the gluon from breaking, they need to make it self replicating. then, it will grow, being stretched and heated into absorbing new atoms 
into it. If it were to be heated from the phospholipids, it would grow bigger and bigger, and with the ions on the outsides, they will keep it 
stretching as if I were on a 'support beam rack thing,' as if it were a plant in the garden. I believe god created plants first? There is your plant, 
it is just very simple! 
 
Continuing where I left off, you need to make it conscious now. I suppose all reactive cells are conscious in their own right, as they react. but, 
suppose you take a traditional life form and hold a flame close to it? plants won't be able to react directly, but, and seeing as how we at the 



moment have a plant, we would see them wither and get rid of the dead cells when they burn. this is standard to life, and needs no 
programming, but, for a dog or whatever it will try to avoid the naked flames. how do we program this into our 'plant?' 
 
If we were to try to create a conscious, it works, according to me, on fear. if the fear were there, it will learn, naturally. so, we need to make 
our plant fearful, and for that we need, first of all, a nervous system. 
 
I have seen the people that be creating computers that are directly similar to brains, in their structure and working. But, we are not ready to 
stick our plant with a brain yet. 
 
This means we need a nervous system without a brain, like a jellyfish, but a plant. If it were to be that the nervous system works with the 
'plant,' we could of course just stick in something we call a nervous system, and hope it works! that probably won't... 
 
So, we need to start off small. If we have a living cell, we could try to grow a nervous system with it. this could be done by installing or growing 
a set of cells inside our 'plant' that communicates with the other parts of the cells. 
 
Hell, let's divide our plant into regions? If we were to look at the gluon, that is where the plant needs it's nervous system. then, we need to 
make it so that it sends sensations from one part to the other. 
 
This means we will need to have a message, for communication, of course. if we were to take the nervous system, in structure, we could use a 
'nerve,' and stretch it from one part of the gluon, to the next. 
 
Basically I want it to eat stuff! So, we need it to go from one side of the gluon to the other, 'sensationing' a need to eat. this could be done with 
heat - it could eat heat? 
 
Now, for it to eat heat, it needs to sense that heat is good. it will sense that heat is good as soon as it starts growing, as, all cells are 
progressive to the point they want to grow as big as they can - they look at this like it was success, yes? 
 
So, we need to make a nerve that has muscles, to get closer to the heat. this cell could live in your body, but, it would be killed as it is foreign. 
call this xenophobia! 
 
Taking the cells, and giving them muscles, we could do that. take the gluon, and give it two muscles. this will help the 'thing', as it is no longer 
a plant, as it has muscles, to use the nerve to illustrate where the heat it, and the two muscles could be set to, once the nerve senses the heat, 
as all cells respond to heat, to get closer to the heat. 
 
An experiment I call for, is to place the 'thing' in a place where there is a light shining onto it. then, we will see if the nervous system and the 
muscles get closer to the heat source? basically, that is the beginning of life, to me. 
 
The best way to prove that this life is life, is through reproduction. as it is not welcome in our bodies, nor other animals or plants, the best way 
to make it learn and evolve is in water, as then it has all the things it would need around it. 
 
If we were to give it hormones, they would mate, but, without reproductive organs, it will not reproduce, unless it is through division. this is the 
most likely thing to do, but, seeing as how it is outside a body that supplies it with oxygen and other fuels, it would need these things in the 
water. fresh or sea water by the way? 
 
I am guessing fresh water! this means we can make a fish tank and then let it live in there, in the end, when we are finished making this thing. 
 
So, it needs fuel from the light, and that is all the fuel it needs so far. now for the reproduction... this means first it needs fuel to produce 
offspring and grow. 
 
If you were to observe the cellular feeding of the human body, as we have an organism with a nerve, gluons and muscles, the muscles will 
eject the new life from it. This means it needs more muscles, but, seeing as how it has no hormones nor reproductive organs, it will not 
reproduce like that. 
 
I suggest we let it expand, then divide like a cell, parallel to the first cell. this means we can just mos leave it to reproduce under the influence 
of the light. This means the whole thing has to grow due to the 'light,' that heats it, and then divide when it gets bigger. 
 
So, how do we make it divide? if we were to program the dna to only go as far as... well, does it have dna? I hear it does, so, we canjust leave 
that for someone else to ponder. then we can program it to divide by likening the cell's dna as if it were a white blood cell in our bodies. 
 
I wonder what it is classed as now? 
 
 


